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rom what I can put together so far – 
ONE:    Mr Ventura may not need to wait until 2016 for those elections if: 
TWO:  The WICKED ONE is removed "disappeared in strange torments" as the hidden texts lines suggest 
THREE: quatrain 6 21   Newly elected, the great trembling (earthquakes etc) maintained (still happening) 

presage November 22 1557:  the great one to fail, the newly elected, great mist        (either a volcanic pall or much confusion) 
          presage August 19   1557:       elected, delivered, accused, cunning mutineers: 2 96 1 LEADER  FAILED  -  RICE FINAL PRESIDENT  

          1 95  3     ELECTS (Rice? or the one before her)  ~  CAN  PUT OCEAN'S ISSUE  (radiation or 'cleaning' the ocean) 
          2 54 President taken, lock not having been picked.  2 15 Shortly before one leader is got rid of ?                                           
          (disappears, trucide means assassinated but the question mark is there in the original) 
          Ensued Castor & Pollux,  bearded star turns the ship [Earth] (this could be a comet from  Gemini, or of Nibiru) 
         The public funds emptied by land [earthquakes] and by sea,                   (unimaginable earthquakes and floods)   
         7 83 By night in bed assailed without arms:      

 

1 52 Two* evil influences (events) in conjunction in Scorpio. 

The  great  (big man) leader  is  murdered in his room.  
just a real punt, could this be Jesse Ventura 

* 1. A newly appointed (Muslim) president  persecutes the church [or 
    The church attaches [relates] the plague to the new president 

* 2. The lower (parts of) Europe and in the North [persecuted 

ScorpionL'EuropeSeptententrionale          PRONOUNCE EARLIEST POISON-PEN-LETTER. what could this possibly be?  Dis-
information from a wall relief? ELITE UP PERSON TO PERSON INTOLERANCE (cannot tolerate physical contact).  LEO [president 
PERPETRATE  LETTER (communication)  PELOPONNESE (Greek/Troy) IN SCORPIO… ONE'S NATURE  TO TUNNEL IN SCORPIO 

1 52 1 Les deux malins de Scorpion conioints                IS RO DIMENSIONAL'S CONCLUSION TO DIRECT NON MUSICAL (sonic)  
EXPLODES ISON IN OS.    COOL DISCUSSIONS REMIND EXPORTED EXPONENTIAL,  DISMISSED EXPONENTIAL CONCLUSION 

1 52 2 Le grand feigneur meurtri dedans fa falle          SELF REGULATING AIM IN DAN, DEFERRED FUNERALS see 1 43 pg 37  
1 52 3 Pefte a l'eglife par le nouueau roy ioint             IN FOURTEEN: EYE AGILE FAILURE POPULATION,  A REALLY FINE UTOPIA 
                                                                                               EPILOGUE (conclusion for the works) FOR FOURTEEN 

1 52 4 L'Europe baffe & Septentrionale                   FEEL  UNREPEATABLE  POINTERS  IN OS  (south star pointers in the morth) 

1 52 Two evil influences in conjunction in Scorpio.  TWO MAJOR EVENTS OCCURRING AT THE SAME TIME 
We can only guess which two. This was the reason the forum SCORPIO & VIRGO was put together, so a summary is in 
order … just the Scorpio episodes: 

Rods assembled in Scorpio…Airlift by the Cassiopeians (the real 'rapture) one line stated that the sky writing of the 
Cassiopeians is limited indicating the more complicated holograms (pantomime) are not from them 
5 9 3  BORN (carried) by the LONG HAIRED LADY (Cassiopeia) FRONT  [arrive] IN FACE  
11 26 ACQUIRES  SELECT [elect] IN FACE [Scorpio]  (see "really fine utopia"  above in 1 52 3 ) 
 

CARE FREE HOCUS POCUS – the "pantomime at night" – holograms, not created by the Cassiopeians 
Serpents in early Scorpio FAR FETCHED EXCURSION APPROACHES ~ REFUSE.  (2014    
8 88  1 sardaigneroi    GRANDIOSE  ORGANISE AIR RAID – RAID REGIONS   (see 1 8 4 on pg 7 COMBIEN) 
GARRISON IDEA  (FEMA camps for herding people)  RAIDING     AND  A [Dec 21/22] OS (Capricorn)  ERA,  
IS  RIO  GRANDE  DRAGON … RAISE  I (either Egypt or Yew tree day Halloween or Dec. 18/19/20)     
7 38 4  FOOT IN THICK LIPPED MOUTH  (eaten feet first) RAIDS IRON AGE (Halloween which is  Scorpio) 
DISCOVERED RECTANGULAR  UP APRON [Van Allen Belt] ~ PROVE  SUPERNATURAL (!)  in DAN    
ENTRANCE AMID DREAM  (while asleep) –  DETER  DAMN  AMERICAN TRADED MEN   
1 12 2 BASE RULE   - PROMPT  SLEEP  BASEMENT  in  REED (any year, gravel blind environment  is in Scorpio too)  
    

Important queue curved (the orbit alteration is commenced) in Halloween   ABRUPT FULLER REVOLUTIONS  

4 31 4 CANIS  MINOR (poles shift?) SEEN  I (Halloween) PEEPER in LEAP  (oceans rolling over,   stars changing   
Those from Sirius "IT E.T. RAPTURE TERRIFIES IN REED TREE ~  Celtic Reed date is  October 28 – November 24  
11 39 [Earth] ROLLED  IN  ENNEMIES,  I    "Enemies": 1st Decan Scorpio & Capricorn &  "I" Yew Tree day  is in both 
4 28 2 COMPEL RESOURCEFUL FEARFUL COFFEE COLOURED E.T. DOZEN UP (the ANU) SMALL TURN [of Earth]  
FREEZE (or FREEZE SMALL TURN of Earth)  FUEL  COMPLETE  TURN  DAN (in Scorpio) FROZE,  FUELS O, [orbit]  
RECURS  2 45 1 'N' [Eridanus] GYRO DAN (or DNA) NOR DAY NG [Reed date Oct 28 – Nov 24  is also Owl & Yew)   
2 2 3 ABLE TRANSFER HUGE CALENDAR MONTH  UP  DAN     SPUR EARTH ARC,  FELL, HUGE ABANDONMENT   
DREAD ICE,  ARMAMENT – NAME DRAMATIC  REDIRECT [Earth] in MA, [October,]  DAN.  RENAME  END  [A.D.]                 
 

EXPECT RED EA [Enki] SHARP FURNACES OFFICE HOURS  a solar flare? IN DAN (Scorpio) 
Sirius (prince of dark men) aiming an asteroid or comet  in "face" (which is in Scorpio, or the first ten days of any other zodiac) 

F 

Aim self regulating could mean "be self sufficient" 
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In 1937 Joe Brandt  saw an Earthquake sink Los ... 
www.biblebelievers.org.au/joebrandt.htm  
1937 dreams of Joe Bryant in which he saw the sinking of Los Angeles, much of California and Japan, with worldwide 
tidal waves and volcanic activity  
 

In 1937 Joe Brandt saw an Earthquake sink Los Angeles just prior to 4pm 
"I seemed way around the globe. More flooding. Is the world going to be drenched? Constantinople. Black Sea rising. 
Suez Canal, for some reason seemed to be drying up.                                                                                     
(Land lifting? Just as stated in the "BAHRE" forum)  
Sicily—she doesn't hold. I could see a map. Mt.  Etna.  Mt. Etna is shaking.                  See 3 25  
A lot of area seemed to go, but I wasn't sure of time, now.  I wondered what year it was. It certainly was not 1937.  
I saw a newspaper on the corner with a picture of the President. It surely wasn't Mr. Roosevelt.  
He was bigger, heavier, big ears.      

                      (Newspapers – are they extinct?) 
(If this president was black Joe surely would have said – so not during a black president's lifetime and according to the texts, Rice is 
the "FINAL PRESIDENT" does this mean a largely built  man in between Obama and Rice?)  

 

"If it wasn't 1937, I wondered what year it was…. More like early spring.  

           (The way climates are changing, trying to get a date from this description would be futile: -   
            see snow in Mexico in July 2013) 
"There was that sound again, that lack of sound. Stillness, stillness, stillness. The quiet is getting bigger and bigger. I 
know it is going to happen. Something is going to happen.  
there isn't anything left. Not even Fresno There was a funny smell. I don't know where it came from. I didn't like it. 
A smell like sulphur, sulphuric acid, a smell like death. For a minute I thought I was back in chem. [Chemistry 
class].  
It was five minutes to four on a sunny afternoon Then, when it came, it was nothing. It was just nothing. It wasn't 
nearly as hard as the earthquake we had two years ago. The ground shook, just an instant. People looked at each 
other, surprised. Then they laughed.                I laughed, too.  So this was what I had been waiting for. This funny 
little shake. It meant nothing.  
There was that smell again, coming up from the ocean. 
 I was getting to the 5 and 10 store and I saw the look on the kids' faces.  
Two of them were right in front of me, coming my way.  
Then, when it came, how it came.  
Like nothing in God's world. Like nothing.  
It was like the scream of a siren, long and low, or the scream of a woman I heard having a baby when I was a kid. It was 
awful. It was as if something—some monster—was pushing up the sidewalks. You felt it long before you saw it, as if the 
sidewalks wouldn't hold you anymore. I looked out at the cars. They were honking, but not scared. They just kept 
moving. They didn't seem to know yet that anything was happening. Then, that white car, that baby half-sized one came 
sprawling from the inside lane right against the curb. The girl who was driving just sat there. She sat there with her eyes 
staring, as if she couldn't move, but I could hear her. She made funny noises.  
The shaking had started again, but this time different. It was a nice shaking, like a cradle being rocked for a minute, and 
then I saw the middle of the Boulevard seem to be breaking in two.  
The concrete looked as if it were being pushed straight up by some giant shovel. It was breaking in two. That is why the 
girl's car went out of control. And then a loud sound again, like I've never heard before—then hundreds of sounds—all 
kinds of sounds; children, and women, and those crazy guys with earrings. They were all moving, some of them above the 
sidewalk. I can't describe it.  
They were lifted up. And the waters kept oozing—oozing. The cries. God, it was awful.  

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CC4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.biblebelievers.org.au%2Fjoebrandt.htm&ei=JOr2UffkD8aMkwWM_ICIAg&usg=AFQjCNEOvSc8ecpjhhugkzsQq71ZiC-YoQ&sig2=M8vj2ZZBadRVez8UAOgdIw&bvm=bv.49784469,d.dGI
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It came again. Like the first time which was a preview and all I could remember was that it was the end of the world. I 
was right back there—all that crying. Right in the middle of it. My eardrums felt as if they were going to burst. Noise 
everywhere. People falling down, some of them hurt badly. Pieces of buildings, chips, flying in the air.  
Nobody could help anybody. It was then I felt myself lifted up.  
It was tilting toward the ocean—like a picnic table.  
The buildings were holding, better than you could believe. They were holding. They were holding. The earth seemed to 
start to tremble again.            I could feel it even though I was high up. This time it lasted maybe twelve seconds, and it 
was gentle. You couldn't believe anything so gentle could cause so much damage.  
But then I saw the streets of Los Angeles—and everything between the San Bernardino mountains and Los Angeles.  
It was still tilting towards the ocean, houses, everything that was left. I could see the big lanes—dozens of big lanes still 
loaded with cars sliding the same way.  
Now the ocean was coming in, moving like a huge snake across the land.  
I wondered how long it was, and I could see the clock, even though I wasn't there on the Boulevard.  
It was 4:29. It had been half an hour. I was glad I couldn't hear the crying anymore. .  
                   Then, like looking at a huge map of the world, I could see what was happening on the land and with the people.  
San Francisco was feeling it, but she was not in any way like Hollywood or Los Angeles. It was moving just like that 
earthquake movie with Jeanette McDonald and Gable. I could see all those mountains coming together. . . I knew it 
was going to happen to San Francisco—it was going to turn over—it would turn upside down. It went quickly, It seemed 
much faster than Hollywood   
I shut my eyes for a long time—I guess ten minutes—and when I opened them I saw the Grand Canyon.  
 

When I looked at the Grand Canyon, that great big gap was closing in, and Boulder Dam was being pushed, from 
underneath. And then, Nevada, and on up to Reno. Way down south, way down. Baja, California. Mexico too. It looked 
like some volcano down there was erupting, along with everything else. I saw the map of South America, especially 
Colombia. Another volcano—eruption—shaking violently.  It was still daylight.  
Venezuela seemed to be having some kind of volcanic activity.  
Away off in the distance, I could see Japan, on a fault, too.  
 

(According to the texts Japan goes into the ocean "in Car" which is around Yule time, first ten days of Capricorn) 
 

It was so far off—not easy to see because I was still on Big Bear Mountain, but it started to go into the sea.  
I didn't know time now. I couldn't see a clock. I tried to see the island of Hawaii. I could see huge tidal waves beating 
against it. The people on the streets were getting wet, and they were scared.  
(According to the hidden texts Japan "disappears" in the first ten days of Capricorn – so this almost fits in with "December 1st" 
stated in "Almanach 1555", maybe it commences the process of going under the sea, but Brandt does say "in a minute or two it was 
gone"). 
I see way around the globe. More flooding. Is the world going to be drenched? A lot of area seemed to go, but it seemed to 
be earlier or later.            I wasn't sure of time, now 

(Nostradamus says L. A. is the first to go) 
England—huge floods—but no tidal waves. Water, water everywhere, but no one was going into the sea. People were 
frightened and crying. Some places they fell to the streets on their knees and started to pray for the world. I didn't know 
the English were emotional.  
Ireland, Scotland—all kinds of churches were crowded—it seemed night and day. People were carrying candles and 
everybody was crying for California, Nevada, parts of Colorado—maybe even all of it, even Utah. Everybody was 
crying—most of them didn't even know anybody in California, Nevada, Utah, but they were crying as if they were blood 
kin. Like one family. Like it happened to them   
New York was coming into view—she was still there, nothing had happened, yet water level was way up. Here, things 
were different.   People were running in the streets yelling—"end of the world."  
Kids ran into restaurants and ate everything in sight. I saw a shoe store with all the shoes gone in about five minutes. 5th 
Avenue—everybody running. Some radio blasting—bigger—a loud speaker—that in a few minutes, power might be 
shut off. They must control themselves.  
Five girls were running like mad toward the YMCA, that place on Lexington or somewhere. But nothing was happening 
in New York.          
I saw an old lady with garbage cans filling them with water. Everybody seemed scared to death.          
Some people looked dazed. The streets seemed filled with loud speakers.  It wasn't daylight. It was night.  
I saw, like the next day, and everything was topsy turvey. 
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 Loud speakers again about fuel tanks broken in areas—shortage of oil. People seemed to be looting markets  
I saw a lot of places that seemed safe, and people were not so scared. Especially the rural areas.   Here everything was 
almost as if nothing had happened. People seemed headed to these places, some on foot, some in cars that still had fuel. I 
heard—or somehow I knew—that somewhere in the Atlantic land had come up. A lot of land.       
  I could hear now. I could hear, someplace, a radio station blasting out—telling people not to panic. They were dying in 
the streets.  
Things were happening in the atmosphere.   The waves were rushing up now. Waves.         
Such waves.   Nightmare waves.  

(see Da Vinci where the waves reach the skies & Nostradamus where they go over Mt Olympus) 
That was when I saw the "ham radio operators." I saw them in the darndest places, as if I were right there with 
them. Like the little guy with glasses, they kept sounding the alarm. One kept saying: "This is California. We are 
going into the sea. This is California. We are going into the sea. Get to high places. Get to the mountains. All states 
west—this is California. We are going into the. . . we are going into the. . ." I thought he was going to say "sea," but I 
could see him. He was inland, but the waters had come in. His hand was still clinging to the table, he was trying to 
get up, so that once again he could say:  
"This is California. We are going into the sea. This is California. We are going into the sea."   
That girl was so real to me—that girl with those kids. It won't ever happen—but if it did, how could I tell her 
(maybe she isn't even born yet) to move away from California when she has her twins — and then  she can't be on 
the Boulevard that day. She was so gosh-darned real.  
 

JOE BRANDT'S DREAMS AGREE WITH THE PROPHECIES OF WILLIAM BRANHAM  1935 
 

1933 7 Visions of William Branham | William Branham 
www.williambranham.com › Featured Items  
Jul 21, 2006 - 1933 Seven Visions (Concerning Endtime Events From 1933 to The End)  

 

A prophecy about 1935  WILLIAM BRANHAM said:  
"The time would come (It's written in a book somewhere) that the sea would sweep its way into the desert."  
Look what'll take place. Is that thousands of square miles falls down into the lava of the earth and slides in, there'll be 
millions die at one time. And that'll cause such a tidal wave. . . Remember, plumb up into the Salton Sea is a hundred or 
two hundred feet lower than the sea level.  That water will probably come almost to Tucson with that tidal wave coming 
across there. And the sea shall sweep its way into the desert  
 

In Los Angeles: "We don't know what time. And you don't know what time that this city one day is going to be 
laying out here in the bottom of this ocean."  
Thou city, who claims to be the city of the Angels, who's exalted yourself into heaven and sent all the dirty filthy things of 
fashions and things, till even the foreign countries come here to pick up our filth and send it away, with your fine 
churches and steeples, and so forth the way you do; remember, one day you'll be laying in the bottom of this sea. You've a 
huge honeycomb under you right now.  
The wrath of God is belching right beneath you. How much longer He'll hold this sandbar hanging over that, when that 
ocean out yonder a mile deep will slide in there plumb back to the Salton Sea. It'll be worse than the last day of Pompeii.  
Flee while there's time to flee  
 

[And again]: "The last meeting I had in California, while speaking, and didn't know anything had happened till I 
got on the street, I told California, said, "Capernaum, Capernaum, the city that's called by the name of the angels 
(that's Los Angeles), you've exalted yourself into heaven, but you'll be brought down into hell.  
"Now, the last few days, the great roaring and popping. Then, here comes out a paper of science, said: 
"It's all honeycombed; it's got to go under."  They just know it.  
 

 "And you watch, the water will come plumb back into the Salton Sea. Los Angeles is doomed for judgment.  
I tell you before it happened, that you might know when it does happen. And you can bear record of that.         
That's right. When?   I don't know."  
I went out, and they told me what to say. And I listened, went back and searched the Scripture. You know, Jesus said, 
almost in them same words about Capernaum; and Sodom and Gomorrah was in the bottom of the Dead Sea, I suppose 
was then. And later, about a hundred years later, Capernaum slid into the sea, and it's in the sea.  
The same God that put Sodom in the sea for its sins, the same God that put Capernaum in the sea for its sins, the same 
God will put Los Angeles in the sea for its sins, that city of corruption."   
 

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&ved=0CDQQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.williambranham.com%2Ffeatured_stories%2F1933-7-visions-of-william-branham%2F&ei=xev2UbqDGIPDlAW8hoHwCA&usg=AFQjCNEs0fGbS4Cki_SAHxF4tAQ6DIA72w&sig2=sNlEcvnunINQj_Vv6QVlow&bvm=bv.49784469,d.dGI
http://www.williambranham.com/category/featured_stories/
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DESTRUCTION OF AMERICA ~ A.A ALLEN'S PROPHECY 1954 
 

A A Allen Vision of  A NUCLEAR STYLE ATTACK on AMERICA   (could be asteroids or Yellowstone instead) 
revlu.com/AAAllen.html  
NUCLEAR ATTACK on AMERICA. A. A. Allen vision regarding the fall of America, received on July 4, 1954  
Allen's Vision of poisonous gas, nuclear attack 
 

My Vision of the Destruction of America By A. A. Allen July 4, 1954  Atop the Empire State Building 
 

As I stood atop the Empire State Building, I could see the Statue of Liberty, illuminating the gateway to the new world. 
Here, spread before me like an animated map, is an area 60 or 80 miles in diameter. I was amazed that the Spirit of the 
Lord should so move me, there atop the Empire State building. Why should I feel such a surge of His Spirit and power 
there? 
 

Giant Telescope 
Suddenly I heard the voice of the Lord. It was as clear and as distinct as a voice could be. It seemed to come from the very 
midst of the giant telescope; but when I looked at the telescope, I knew it hadn't come from there, but directly from 
Heaven.  
The voice said, 2 CHRONICLES 16:9, "For the eyes of the LORD run to and fro throughout the whole earth, to shew 
himself strong in the behalf of them whose heart is perfect toward him.    
Herein thou has done foolishly; therefore, from henceforth thou shalt have wars."  
Immediately when I heard the voice of God, I knew this was a quotation of scripture; but never before had a thing come 
to me so forcibly by the power of the Spirit. 
 

Automatic Clock 
The ticking of the telescope stopped. The man before me had used up his dime's worth. As he stepped away, I knew that I 
was next.         As I stepped to the telescope and dropped in my dime, immediately the ticking started again. This ticking 
was an automatic clock which would allow me to use the telescope for a limited time only. As I swung the telescope to 
the north, suddenly the Spirit of God came upon me.  Seemingly, in the Spirit I was entirely caught away. I knew that the 
telescope itself had nothing to do with the distance which I was suddenly enabled to see, for I seemed to see things far 
beyond the range of the telescope, even on a bright, clear day.  It was simply that God had chosen this time to reveal these 
things to me, for as I looked through the telescope, it was not Manhattan Island that I saw, but a far larger view. 
 

North American Continent 
That morning much of the view was impaired by fog; but suddenly, the fog seemed to clear until it seemed that I could see 
for thousands of miles, but that which I was looking upon was not Manhattan Island. It was all of the North American 
continent spread out before me as a map is spread upon a table. It was not the East River and the Hudson River that I 
saw on either side, but the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans; and instead of the Statue of Liberty standing there in the bay 
on her small island, I saw her standing far out in the Gulf of Mexico. She was between me and the United States. I 
suddenly realized that the telescope had nothing to do with what I was seeing but that it was a vision coming directly 
from God; and to prove this to myself, I took my eyes away from the telescope so that I was no longer looking through the 
lens, but the same scene remained before me. 
 

Great Cities 
There, clear and distinct, lay all the North American continent with all its great cities. To the north lay the Great Lakes. 
Far to the northeast was New York City. I could see Seattle and Portland far to the northwest. Down the west coast there 
were San Francisco and Los Angeles.  
Closer in the foreground lay New Orleans at the center of the Gulf Coast area.  I could see the great towering ranges of 
the Rocky Mountains and trace with my eye the Continental Divide.  
All this and more I could see spread out before me as a great map upon a table. 
 

Gigantic Hand 
As I looked, suddenly from the sky I saw a giant hand reach down. That gigantic hand was reaching out toward 
the Statue of Liberty.         
In a moment her gleaming torch was torn from her hand, and in it instead was placed a cup; and I saw protruding from 
that great cup a giant sword, shining as if a great light had been turned upon its glistening edge.  Never before had I seen 
such a sharp, glistening, dangerous sword. It seemed to threaten all the world. As the great cup was placed in the hand of 
the Statue of Liberty, I heard these words,  

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&ved=0CGAQFjAG&url=http%3A%2F%2Frevlu.com%2FAAAllen.html&ei=Cez2UcSlB8XOkQWAwYGADw&usg=AFQjCNFM04PD1SPXp2Xqyq1J1Nk7iuxOAQ&sig2=vaaBPYVy0psghPEYuot44g&bvm=bv.49784469,d.dGI
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"Thus saith the Lord of hosts, drink ye and be drunken and spew and fall and rise no more because of the sword which I 
will send."  As I heard these words, I recognized them as a quotation from Jeremiah 25:27. I was amazed to hear the Statue 
of Liberty speak out in reply,  "I WILL NOT DRINK!"  Then as the voice of the thunder, I heard again the voice of the Lord 
saying, "Ye shall certainly drink" (Jeremiah 25:28). Then suddenly the giant hand forced the cup to the lips of the Statue of 
Liberty, and she became powerless to defend herself. The mighty hand of God forced her to drink every drop from the 
cup. As she drank the bitter dregs, these were the words that I heard: "Should ye be utterly unpunished?  Ye shall not be 
unpunished, for I will call for a sword upon all the inhabitants of the earth, saith the Lord of hosts" (Jeremiah 27:29) 
War,  Destruction 
 

(Note: Nostradamus says in 11 #42  & 6 10 that L.A. as named  – soldiers all afield – both civil war and flood to assail 
L.A. was directly mentioned in 11 42 both with war & flood to be "the first affected" this is part of the battle interrupted by 
nature "soldiers by night" could mean martial law roundups which do occur at 3am usually, 
however, Joe Brandt says it starts at 3 50 pm to 4 29pm with the great flooding then 
 

"When the cup was withdrawn from the lips of the Statute of Liberty, I noticed the sword was missing from the 
cup, which could mean but one thing.    
 THE CONTENTS OF THE CUP HAD BEEN COMPLETELY CONSUMED!   I knew that the sword merely typified war,  and 
destruction, which is no doubt on the way.  Then as one drunken on too much wine, I saw the Statue of Liberty become 
unsteady on her feet and begin to stagger and to lose her balance. I saw her splashing in the gulf, trying to regain her 
balance. I saw her stagger again and again and fall to her knees. As I saw her desperate attempts to regain her balance and 
rise to her feet again, my heart was moved as never before with compassion for her struggles;  but as she staggered there 
in the gulf, once again I heard these words:  
 "Drink ye and be drunken and spew and fall and rise no more because of the sword which I will send among you"  
(Jeremiah 25:37). 
 

As I watched, I wondered if the Statue of Liberty would ever be able to regain her feet, if she would ever stand again; and 
as I watched, it seemed that with all her power she struggled to rise and finally staggered to her feet again and stood there 
swaying drunkenly. I felt sure that at any moment she would fall again, possibly never to rise. I seemed overwhelmed 
with a desire to reach out my hand to keep her head above water, for I knew that if she ever fell again, she would drown 
there in the gulf.  "Thou shalt not be afraid for the by night, nor for the arrow that flyeth by day, nor for the pestilence that 
walketh in darkness, nor for the destruction that wasteth at noonday"     (Psalms 91:5-6).                                                    
[NOTE – at noon, a time of day mentioned many times in the hidden texts) 
 

Black Cloud Rising 
Then as I watched, another amazing thing was taking place. Far to the northwest, just out over Alaska, a huge, black 
cloud was arising.  As it rose, it was as black as night. It seemed to be in the shape of a man's head. As it continued to 
arise, I observed two light spots in the black cloud. It rose further, and a gaping hole appeared. I could see that the black 
cloud was taking the shape of a skull, for now the huge, white, gaping mouth was plainly visible. Finally, the head was 
complete. Then the shoulders began to appear; and on either side, long, black arms. 
 

Skeleton Destroys Multitudes 
It seemed that what I saw was the entire North American continent, spread out like a map upon a table with this terrible 
skeleton-formed cloud arising from behind the table.  
It rose steadily until the form was visible down to the waist. At the waist the skeleton seemed to bend toward the United 
States, stretching forth a hand toward the east and one toward the west, one toward New York and one toward Seattle. 
As the awful form stretched forward, I could see that its entire attention seemed to be focused upon the United States, 
overlooking Canada at least for the time being.  
As I saw the horrible black cloud in the form of a skeleton bending toward America, bending from the waist over, 
reaching down toward Chicago and out toward both coasts, I knew its one interest was to destroy the multitudes. 
 
(Yellowstone and other volcanoes) 
 

Mortal Agony 
As I watched in horror, the great black cloud stopped just above the Great Lakes region and turned its face toward New 
York City. Then out of the horrible, great gaping mouth began to appear wisps of white vapor which looked like smoke, 
as a cigarette smoker would blow puffs of smoke from his mouth.  These whitish vapors were being blown toward New 
York City. The smoke began to spread until it had covered all the eastern part of the United States.   
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Then the skeleton turned to the west and out of the horrible mouth and nostrils came another great puff of white smoke. 
This time it was blown in the direction of the west coast. In a few moments' time the entire West Coast and Los Angeles 
area were covered with its vapors. 
 

Then toward the center came a third great puff. As I watched, St. Louis and Kansas City were enveloped in its white 
vapors. Then on they came toward New Orleans. Then on they swept until they reached the Statue of Liberty where she 
stood staggering drunkenly in the blue waters of the gulf. As the white vapors began to spread around the head of the 
statue, she took in but one gasping breath and then began to cough as though to rid her lungs of the horrible vapors she 
had inhaled.  One could readily discern by the coughing that those white vapors had seared her lungs.  What were these 
white vapors? Could they signify bacteriological warfare or nerve gas that could destroy multitudes of people in a few 
moments' time?  Then I heard the voice of God as He spoke again:     "Behold, the LORD maketh the earth empty and 
maketh it waste and turneth it upside-down and scattereth abroad the inhabitants thereof.  
And it shall be, as with the people, so with the priest; as with the servant, so with his master; as with the maid, so with 
her; as with the buyer, so with the seller; as with the lender, so with the borrower; as with the taker of usury,  so with the 
giver of usury to him.   The land shall be utterly emptied and utterly spoiled, for the LORD hath spoken this word. The 
earth mourneth and fadeth away. The world languisheth and fadeth away. The haughty people of the earth do languish. 
The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof because they have transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, 
broken the everlasting covenant; therefore, hath the curse devoured the earth, and they that dwell therein are desolate; 
therefore, the inhabitants of the earth are burned and few men left" (Isaiah 24:1-6) 
 

As I watched, the coughing grew worse. It sounded like a person about to cough out his lungs. The Statue of Liberty was 
moaning and groaning. She was in mortal agony. The pain must have been terrific, as again and again she tried to clear her 
lungs of those horrible white vapors. I watched her there in the gulf as she staggered, clutching her lungs and her breast 
with her hands. Then she fell to her knees.   In a moment she gave one final cough, made a last desperate effort to rise from 
her knees, and then fell face forward into the waters of the gulf and lay still as . Tears ran down my face as I realized that 
she was dead ! Only the lapping of the waves, splashing    over her body which was partly under the water and partly out 
of the water, broke the stillness. 
"A fire devoureth before them, and behind them a flame burneth; the land is as the Garden of Eden before them, and 
behind them a desolate wilderness, yea, and nothing shall escape them".  Screaming of Sirens  Suddenly the silence was 
shattered by the screaming       of sirens. The sirens seemed to scream, "RUN FOR YOUR LIVES!"  

(UNLESS there are reptilians herding people – slink away in that case) 

Never before had I heard such shrill, screaming sirens. They seemed to be everywhere to the north, the south, the east, 
and the west. There seemed to be multitudes of sirens; and as I looked, I saw people everywhere running, but it seemed 
none of them ran more than a few paces, and then they fell. And even as I had seen the Statue of Liberty struggling to 
regain her poise and balance and finally falling for the last time to die on her face,  I now saw millions of people falling in 
the streets, on the sidewalks, struggling.  I heard their screams for mercy and help.    I heard their horrible coughing as 
though their lungs had been seared with fire. I heard the moanings and groanings of the doomed and the dying. As I 
watched, a few finally reached shelters, but only a few ever got to the shelters. 
 

Above the moaning and the groaning of the dying multitudes, I heard these words: "A noise shall come even to the ends of 
the earth, for the Lord hath a controversy with the nations.  He will plead with all flesh;  he will give them that are 
wicked to the sword, saith the Lord. Thus saith the Lord of hosts, Behold, evil shall go forth from nation to nation, and a 
great whirlwind shall be raised up from the coasts of the earth, and the slain of the Lord shall be at that day from one end 
of the earth even unto the other end of the earth.   They shall not be lamented, neither gathered, nor buried; they shall be 
dung upon the ground" (Jeremiah 25:31-33). 
 

Rocket Missile Attacks 
Then suddenly I saw from the Atlantic and from the Pacific and out of the Gulf rocket-like objects that seemed to come 
up like fish leaping out of the water. High into the air they leaped, each headed in a different direction, but every one 
toward the United States.  On the ground the sirens screamed louder, and up from the ground I saw similar rockets 
beginning to ascend.       
To me these appeared to be interceptor rockets although they arose from different points all over the United States; 
however, none of them seemed to be successful in intercepting the rockets that had risen from the ocean on every side.   
These rockets finally reached their maximum height, slowly turned over and fell back toward the earth in defeat. Then 
suddenly the rockets which had leaped out of the oceans like fish all exploded at once. The explosion was ear-splitting.    
The next thing which I saw was a huge ball of fire.  
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The only thing I have ever seen which resembled the thing I saw in my vision was the picture of the explosion of the H-
bomb somewhere in the South Pacific.   In my vision it was so real that I seemed to feel a searing heat from it. 
 

Widespread Desolation 
As the vision spread before my eyes and I viewed the widespread desolation brought about by the terrific explosions, I 
could not help thinking,     While the defenders of our nation have quibbled over what means of defense to use - and 
neglected the only true means of defense: faith and dependence upon the true and living God the thing which she greatly 
feared has come unto her! How true it has proven in Psalms 127:1: Except the Lord build the house, they labour in vain 
that build it;  except the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in vain." 
Then as the noise of battle subsided, to my ears came this quotation:     
 "Blow ye the trumpet in Zion and sound an alarm in my holy mountain; let all the inhabitants of the land tremble, for the 
day of the Lord cometh, for it is nigh at hand.  A day of darkness and of gloominess, a day of clouds and of thick darknes   

 

Part 6:  Insights from An Experiencer "WILLIAM" with Greys and Blond Humanoids 
© 2008 by Linda Moulton Howe  
“Past the 2008 presidential election, in the black cube I saw that things are quite a mess for two or three 
years.  Then something happens around 2013 and it all goes quiet.”  
 

L.M.H: WHAT WAS THE NATURE OF THE THIRD WAR AND WHAT WAS THAT DATE? 
W: There is something nuclear that takes place. One of the things I saw in the black cube was an aircraft carrier and I 
saw there was something that happened that caused nuclear missiles going back and forth and this whole mess that 
pulled the whole world into it. 
L.M.H: THE MISSILES WERE GOING BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN WHICH COUNTRIES? 
I think it must have been Israel.  
L.M.H:  YOU THINK THAT BECAUSE? 
Its proximity to the mass of water that I saw. They didn’t show me a newspaper with this. Instead, they were showing 
me conflict and taking advancing steps every time it occurred until it got to this one event. Then there were nuclear 
weapons going back and forth and then there were things that started happening in the United States that were not good 
either. 
 It just became an awful mess! 
L.M.H:  ISRAEL IS LAUNCHING THE MISSILES? 
I think so. 
L.M.H:  WHAT ARE THE TARGETS OF ISRAEL? 
I think Iran. 
L.M.H:  ISRAELIS ARE ATTACKING IRAN. WAS ANY MONTH GIVEN? 
I remember it was in the springtime.               (a recent springtime?) 
 

This is what Revelation says 
 

L.M.H:  SPRING OF 2013?  AND WITH THE LAUNCH OF MISSILES FROM ISRAEL TO IRAN POSSIBLY, WHAT DID THE 
UNITED STATES DO? 
W: They were fighting back. That’s when things started happening here.  
It’s like everything happened at once in all these different places.  
L.M.H:  WHAT DID YOU SEE HAPPENING IN THE UNITED STATES? 
Not good things.  
One of the things that was frightening to me was like the police were keeping all the people controlled.  
There weren’t a lot of people traveling around and then suddenly there were all these different explosions in different 
cities.  
And the only thing I’ve seen that reminds me anything of what I saw in the black cube is the TV show, Jericho.  
That’s kind of a similar scenario that I saw. 
L.M.H:  MEANING THERE WERE MISSILE ATTACKS ON THE U. S.? 
No. They weren’t missile attacks. Whatever was being exploded was already here 
L.M.H:  SO, IS MARSHALL LAW APPLIED COAST TO COAST AND BORDER TO BORDER? 
OR ONLY IN SPECIFIC PLACES? 
I think it was only specific places. But there was enough martial law that you could not go any place.  
The black cube gave me the impression that the place to go was near the equator down south because that would be safe 
– there and south of the equator.  
North of the equator it would not be safe. The reason was because of the prevailing wind flow. 
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L.M.H:  WHAT WERE YOU SEEING IN THE BLACK CUBE? 
I saw lots of people without homes. That’s happening now, but I saw a lot of people without homes. Like you would 
expect to see people living in tent cities, but they weren’t tents even. I saw a lot of people in a very desperate situation.  
Then I saw others who were not. And these people were being well cared for and taken care of. It was like society had 
divided into two separate cultures and there were those in the United States living more like in a Third World country 
who didn’t have the things they need. And then, there was the upper class that had all the things they needed.  
The two types of social classes were not allowed to mingle. They were kept apart. 
L.M.H:  THAT WOULD OCCUR BY WHAT YEAR, DO YOU THINK? 
 

Wm: By late 2013.            
 

and from Nostradamus 
PRIME EVENT 
That is not an easy thing to determine.  Which would be "more" important? 
Earth being moved? 
Poles shift (one is slated for a Saturday in Tin/Sagitatrius, one in an Easter and in Scorpio) 
Yellowstone? Super-volcano under Italy? 
The false rapture (slated for in Scorpio, Halloween) 
L.A. and California going under? 

ALMANACH pour lan 1555 (add the cipher 458 = 2013) 

La.duen.t.ele.premier.Decembre  1st         PRIME (T)ELE  
(hologram) EVENT DECEMBER 1 STAnother pun, since PRIME 
means the "main" (event) and as a verb  is saying it is by the 
Cassiopeians  ("The greatest As"). .     The rapture and  L. A. 
DIVIDED ~ EXTINCTION LIFE EVENT  (3: 50pm says Brandt)             

 

BLUE [elite] DERIDE PRE-ELECTED [Rice?],  MERE 
REPLACEMENT. NEEDS LIBERUM (free choice) IN MARE        
(July 8 – August 4)  REMEMBERED  RENUCLEATED PILE  
REMEMBER  to DECLINE: RELATE  DUPE       (false rapture)     
REDEEMER  DETERMINES  CULPABLE  Just as the bible says    

This "July to August"  date could be next year, but with Rice being the FINAL PRESIDENT 
and a "BIG MAN" after black president (and "before" another) then this July date could be any year up to 2016 
Have a look at NOIR THE WICKED first and see if you can get some dates jotted down 
 

11 #42 6 10 L.A. named – soldiers all afield – both civil war and flood to assail 

2 49 MeliteRodesBifance  
DESIRABLE  OBS.  (observe)  ƒ INE [sine] (the metricians) DETERMINES  COMET - ICE L.A. (11 42 L.A. city, then 11 51 'first to go' 2 54 flooded) 
From Monstre d'ABUS: 

ED: AIM  INFORM CLIQUE  I OS CLUE  (dates of this  particular set of events – Ison?)  
where "I" is Yew Tree Day, either Halloween or eve of winter solstice & OS is in Capricorn 
QUALIFIER CLUE:  ISON COME DIMMED,   CAME AS MORE LIQUID.  
ISON CLUE = ACQUIRES FILM MODE  (hologram?) I (date of December 18,19,20 and of Halloween)      "I" is also Egypt 
EQUALS  MIMIC DIRE,  IN  OS (Capricorn) 
In Centuries 12 
4 52 1 L.A. city beseiged, men & women at the walls, wind strong against the armed men, (wind/Ruach. Armed/Cepheus) 
driven off by lime dust and cinders (vulcanism – in California) 

4 52 Is in full in Centuries 12 page 24 FAR FETCHED EXCURSION APPROACHES ~ REFUSE.    False "rapture"    
additionally to 4 52 4 
CHOSE EXERCISE [to carry out] SUPERFECTS  FOUR AND A HALF. The four and a half are the inner planets 
SuperFect Transfection Reagent | California in the NanoEconomy californiananoeconomy.org/products/superfect-            -         
The SuperFect Transfection Reagent is used in molecular biology applications. It consists of activated-dendrimer molecules with 

a defined spherical architecture –                                                                                                           see Alchemy of the Angels 
11 2 How much gold and silver will have to be spent   
 'gold' also means Leonines Silver also means the Grayles.  

Gold  means "in Leo" and Silver "in Cancer" 

  When the comet meant to take out the town,   
Many thousands (U.S.) and thousands (U.N.)  of soldiers,     
Drowned, killed, without doing anything there,   
Setting foot in stronger land     [mud free, say, Denver?]     
Pygmies [greys] aided  by the Copy-holders.                                                                                

Answer: all of it. Gold for the Anakim, silver for medicine 
Gold also means the sun and silver means the moon 

comte = comet. Does this mean at the times of Ison? 

it seems superfluous to repeat "thousands", so it is taken as 
separate sets of thousands 
Is this an indication of the false rapture times? 
This could mean new continents when the "old" is gone 
Copy holders/clone makers – Men In Black-for the false rapture 

http://californiananoeconomy.org/products/superfect-transfection-reagent
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There are clues throughout the ASTEROID-COMET-METEOR FORUMS (at the former web site) WHICH POINT TO A CELESTIAL BODY BEING "AIMED" …  
HERE IT USES THE WORDS  "TAKE OUT THE TOWN" – IS THIS A SUGGESTION THAT IT IS L.A. ('FIRST TO GO') WHICH IS THE FIRST TO BE AFFECTED BY ISON? 
 

11 12 
Six hundred and five [6 5] important information,  
The great quarrel of the two Lords              
It will take place near Gevaudan,  
after the offering to one Englishman 
Murder committed, the priest [pope] begs 
Trembling with fear he will flee. 

(6 5  SAMAROBRIN: the "four" part of the "unholy six" of 
the second coming:  SA.AM, Rib, On, R [Draco 
Lord E.Yah/Enki  and  Lord Enlil/YHWH/Ruach 
Gevaudan: VAGUE DAN [Scorpio],  NUDGE [mutate] DNA 
END VA (Virginia?) A (Dec 22)  

one Englishman – the Nephew "murdered in London" 6 22 
[pope] begs.  The vatican is run by a reptilian faction 

11 12 
Gavaudan  DAGAN UGANDA NAVADA AU. [Australia/Austria] NAG [horse month Scorpio or year 2014] A [Sat] - G [Mon]  Dagan, 
also spelled Dagon/Dogon, (Oannes) "West Semitic god of crop fertility, worshiped extensively throughout the ancient Middle East. 
Dagan was the Hebrew and Ugaritic common noun for “grain,” and the god Dagan was the legendary inventor of the plough. This 
cult is as early as about 2500 bc,  and, according to texts found at Ras Shamra (ancient Ugarit), were the father of Baal".      Wiki 
Note the key word “grain” (portals) …    Adv  [advertise]  U.V   U  [uranite]  A.A  (ancient astronaut)  
The Ultra Violet  or “fragrant ones” are sometimes called Angels, but they use the violet light range.  
SeigneursGenaudanEglise  ISSUED, ENGINEER  LANGUAGES (Tower of Babel – see Baal in the above sentence) 
U.N. SIGNED GREEN ALGAE ISSUE (Manna? Or fuel making)      NEED SUI (its) LANGUAGES GENERIS (origin)  

LARGE GENUINE AS[Cassiopeia] GUIDE  SENDS LANGUAGES ISSUED. ENGINEERS LANGUAGE USE. NEED AS  (Cassiopeian 
god of the aettir)          INDULGES  SUI [its]  GENERIS [origin]  DENSE [concise/compactly]  DIS  [richly adorned].         
ENGINEER  USAGE ENERGIES  USED IN LANGUAGES…  Energies in language. What an interesting concept.   Is this 
what the Tower of Babel was really about?   Different cultures with different languages of different energies?    Then 
there is another way to look at this sentence. ENERGY USAGE IN THE VIBRATION OF THE WORD.  Voice activation   
In very recent times, the ability of the spoken word to affect molecules in water and also to affect our very DNA !  
This subject comes under 1 63 in which the words "squeezing the waves" appeared 
This comes under the auspices of sound waves which then takes us to sonic effect leading from quantum mechanics/physics.  I do 
have the beginnings of a forum titled SQUEEZING THE WAVES, which stemmed from 1 63. I at first thought this was jet propulsion 
because that line was about "through the skies/heavens". On further consideration, this is all about quantum mechanics.  We had a 
term in the 1960s and 1970s which directly relates to this – it was called "vibes". Yes, good vibrations – and how right we all were! 
11 13 
Six hundred and six or nine, the adventurer  (Nostradamus)     Will be surprised put in an egg [orb] by gall (gall is a date in June) 
And shortly afterwards he will be out of power 
Through the powerful Emperor-General 
To whom the world has not one equal, 
Of which each will render him obedience. 
 

6 9  In the sacred temples scandals will be perpetrated,                   [Congress] 
They will be reckoned  as honours and commendations: 
Of one of whom they engraved medals of silver and of gold,         Obama/Nobel prize 
The end will be in very strange torments.                                       (see NOIR the WICKED ONE 
 

11 14 
At the great siege great crimes again, 
Starting again worse than ever 
Six hundred and five in the spring, 
6 5 SAMAROBRIN one hundred leagues off the hemisphere, a very great famine, pestilent wave. they will live exempt - without law 
There will take place the capture and recapture, 
Soldiers in the fields until winter 
Then afterwards it will begin again. 
 

11 15 
The newly elected master of the great vessel,      
Will see shining for a long time the clear flame    
Which serves this great territory as a lamp,    
And at which time armed under his name,      
Joined with the happy ones of Bourbon      
East, West & [Earth] supine in its memory.                   
                                                   

 
 

Earth is the 'great vessel' 
the sun will shine all day long – "Tahitions all day" 
the sun – or another 
"armed" under Cepheus king of kings [Black Knight 
The happy ones – from Procyon. Bourbon in the quatrains 
Earth lying on her side 
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11 15 codes within codes 
PatronBourbon  ABORT UPON BORN (this is happening now) APRON BURNT in OBO where the “apron” is the Van 
Allen Belts (and can be seen in the vignettes) ABRUPT  ROB  NOON   
Oboe a double reed instrument REED October 28 – November 24 (Tom Horn’s 2012.9)  
BRUNO [Ursa/Anu] ROBOT PAN [a hybrid grey] PUN NO BAR [stopping] ROBOT  
(the pun is that BAR means Cancer which is Ursa/Bear, or  PUN ON [Oannes] BAR ROBOT 
THIS IS PROBABLY THE SCARIEST OF WARNINGS because the robot is Artificial Intelligence  –  
see MANNEQUIN  A.I.   by James Michael Casbolt (Michael Prince) if you can't find it, just ask me 
 

LevantPonantCouchant     CANNOT HALT COVENANT UP;  NOT LAUNCH APT COVENANT  
truer words were never said –The U.S. military have never been in control of the treaties they signed with Other 
Worlders, having no idea of the alliances the Other Worlders have between themselves.             
The forum J-ROD  & TREATY 9  has not yet been published 
11 16 
In October [south spring] six hundred and five, 
The purveyor of the marine monster   
Will take the unction from the sovereign    
Or  [Ro] in six hundred and six, in June,   
Great joy for the common [folk] and great ones alike,     
Great deeds after this huge baptism [flooding]                   

 

six hundred and five, means 6 5        see 6 5 3 at page 13 here 
[Oannes] 
Sovereign Ro is the Andromeda Council 
(late June is in Cancer) 
 
Golden Age after the oceans roll over 

 

6 6 It will appear towards the north, the bearded star not far from Cancer, the great of Rome dispersed in the night 
Cancer  -  either from that direction, the latitude or in Cancer – the  "happy pnes" of Procyon is quite close the  bearded  star:   is this the Vermont to Chile 
Asteroid?  Is it Ison? Is it Nibiru?   
 

 6 6 Six hundred and six                           in late July 

Apparoistra vers le Septentrion             (is Ursa of 7 stars) 
Non loing de Cancer l'estoille chevelue: 
Suze, Sienne, Boce, Eretrion, 
Mourra de Rome grand, la nuict disperue. 

There will appear towards the North                                   (Ursa) 
Not far from [tropic of] Cancer the bearded star:       in June/July  

Susa, Siena, Boeotia, Eretria,        (the flood over Mt Fesulan 
The great one of Rome will die, the night over.            [final pope] 

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin septentrins, seven 
plow oxen, the seven principal stars of Ursa Major or Ursa Minor  

 

11 19  
Six hundred & five six hundred & six and seven 
It will show us up to the year seventeen,                                                      [2017] and see the Olive tree date too 
The anger, hatred and jealousy of the incendiary,                                            solar flares/slayer ray 
                        'The incendiary" is an oblique reference to sacrifices, a thing of the wrathful god Enlil 
For a long enough time hidden under the olive tree, in the East                         (Olive/date 
The crocodile [Reptile] has been hidden under the land, 
That which was dead will then be alive.                                                        MIB/clones 
 

                          Olive tree  Feb 18 – Mar 17  &  September 17 - 22                                  11 #19 
 
6  7 six hundred and seven 

Norway and Dacia and the British Isle 
Will be vexed by the united brothers:        [the alliance/triad] the author of the evils in  11 #21 reigning without sparing 
The Roman chief sprung from he rod blood                           [pope saying the pope is or represents the reptoids above 
And his  [its] forces hurled back into the forests. 
 
 

6 7  1 Norneigre Dace, & l'Isle Britannique    ET BRAIN IN 

DATE LITTLE BEAR~IS CELESTIAL Bear in Tin 
IRON QUINTAN REGION QUEEN CREATED  
INQUINATE (befoul) NORN [destiny] 
INEBRIANT  [Breuu Earth] Bent in air 
ONE  [to]  QUIN [five]           inner planets & Moon 
BLISTER  TIBER   
NO  ERRING  DATE.         [Beltane & Brew?] 
Rib in Etna In N barite – Net in I [Egypt] in Bar [Cancer] 

BRAN (Saturday) 11th [month? Nov] TEN (2013) RAI BE IN TEN 

Bear in Tin : could be saying Russia in the UK  or the Ursa 
Majorites {who trade in men]  in Sagittarius. 
The iron planetoid with a five day orbit created by the  Queen 
[Cassiopeians]  befouls all destinies  (the hybrid human/greys) 
Bent the orbit in Brew which is May 13 – June 9 –      see #9 
says the same thing…  Celt brew May 13 – June 9, Gemini 
BLISTER TIBER with the solar flares (slayer ray).  The dates   
can be January to May (1 – 5) or  One of  May [Beltane]  
Another solar ray for November 10th 2013, TEN can be October 
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This  could  mean  TEN  the   month  (October )   with  11   being  the  day  This date is repeated in the following in 3 77 2  
 

3 77  2  L'an mil sept cens vingt et sept en Octobre  
Conventions SIMPLE VETTING  
SPELT  LION  MARBLE  PENTECOST        
OCTOBER  SPLENETIC  SETTING 
ONCE TESTING VIGNETTES  
MINERAL ~ MAIN VESTING         (prime date) 
MINERAL = Feldspar = Celt  February 18 – March 17 which is also "feet", 

"sole" & Pisces 

In all 3774 lines of the Hidden Texts, only three mention the word 

“OCTOBER”.    Also has a major mention in the Epistle                     
See 3 77 4 and 9 62 4 in OCTOBER 
This line, 3 77 2 also emphasizes other dates. Note the words 
“ONCE” (after) TESTING VIGNETTES,  those of Cesar’s Lost 
Manuscript… 
MINERAL (Feldspar) was the missing word “SILICA” in CROP 
CIRCLES  but is also cipher for in Pisces/Feet/soles          
LION: Leo… (Obama?) MARBLE means  in ascendancy, 
PENTECOST  =  50th day after Leo?   Is October 11th  SEE  6 7  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 11 27 

 Celeste feu du costé d'Occident, 
 Et du Midy  courir iusques au Levant, 
 Vers demy morts sans point trouver racine 
 Troisieme aage à Mars le belliqueux, 
 Des escarboucles on verra briller feux, 

Aage escarboucle, &  à la fin famine. 
                              Worms key word for in Sagittarius 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11 27 

Celestial fire of the Western side,  (solar flares) 
                                       other lines 390 N to 550 N 
And from  the South, running up to the East, 
Worms (Sag.) half dead not finding even a root. 
Third age, [the month] into March the warlike, 
The nevus warty greys shining lights will be seen 
                      (carbuncles: Nevus warty greys) 
Plague age ,  and in the end famine.  

Third age, [the month] – without qualifiying this line as a month, decoders would take Mars as the planet 

11 23 
When the great ship, [Argo] the prow  and rudder 
For the Frank land and its vital spirit 
[Argo] Buffeted by pitfalls & waves from the sea 
Six hundred and seven and ten, heart[Earth] besieged 
And afflicted by the ebbings of its body,    (tectonics) 
By this evil its (Earth's)  life being renewed.  

6 10 

Un peu de temps les temples de couleurs 
De blanc & noir des deux entre meslee: 
Rouges &  jaunes leur embleront les leurs, 
Sang, terre, peste, faim, feu d'eau affollee. 
 

 
In a short time the temple of colors                Mother ship       
Of white* and black of the two intermixed:            GREYS                  
Red (Eridanu) and yellow ones belonging to them   

Yellow Hordes – see King of Fear 10 72 forum 

Blood, land, plague, famine, fire extinguished by water. 

great ship, the prow  and rudder… ship, Great ship is one of two things. The Earth is the Barque, the great ship, so is Argo constellation 

and I think it is the latter which is meant, because Argo does have a Prow (albeit travelling in reverse)  and a Rudder and it is Argo which   

is part of the second coming – coming to help. 

By this evil its life being renewed.               Da Vinci said: 
OF BEATING THE BED TO REMAKE IT 

To such a pitch of ingratitude shall men come that that which shall give them lodging without any price  
shall be loaded with blows, in such a way that great parts of the inside of it shall be detached from their  
place, and shall be turned over and over within it.                                                                    EARTH 
 

*White – Tall Whites, the Grayles with which the Military made several "treaties.  
"Black"= Princes of Dark Men from Sirius coming in the Aden Seagate and from under Rennes and or Giza  
(thick lipped, could be the Olmec) 
[Argo or Earth] Buffeted by pitfalls  &  waves from/of  the sea 
pit falls – dropping in outer space – off the orbit.  
When Cetus becomes "unaccustomed" that is, no longer in the Southern skies 
waves – frequencies   
the sea – the area in space where sits all the nautical named constellations. In particular Crane  from whence comes the 
hordes/waves of those "spun in Heron (Crane)". Watching weapons produced on a printer, the word "spun" came to me 
There are two "tribes" of "hordes" (he rods) in separate lines. The negative Zetas first.  The He Rod (J-Rod52) afterwards 
but not just Crane - also Cetus (the whale) where the Tau Cetian Nordics live (amongst others) 

 

The "great ship" can mean the Earth, and it can mean Argo – of whom 
in the Mazzaroth are  Hagg 2:7 
Argo, (the Ark, the oar see 2 5) Soheil, the coming of the desired, with his 
people Arcturus (in Bootes/Libra) or Canopus (the torch) leading 
pitfalls & waves can mean sonic waves, where the 'sea' is that area 

in the southern skies in which all the nautical constellations sit 
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d'Occident        CC [Ophiucus] don’t die       MidyLevant   My divalent [hybrid] ant devil (are the Mantids from Ophiucus? 

 Mars – Arms = Cepheus (King of kings) – in the Black Knight satellite ARM+MAR.GID.DA = star wars  where Margidda is Ursa, the warlike 

6 5  3 SAMAROBRIN cent lieux de l'hemisphere  and see 1 10 

AS  UXE  SAME SPAN EPHEMERIS  
SERIPH  RE-SHAPES HELM ~ HARE  

SPHERES HELD NONCELEBRITY  [unpopular] BARONRY  
MISHEL RE-EMPHASIS  BARONRY  UXED 
PHARISEE'S  EMBRYO 
MAN POSER BY HESPERIS SPHERE   

One hundred leagues off the hemisphere 
AS – god  of the Aett.     HELM / protection ~  HELM: Argos.  
of the Second Coming, the "desired".  Helm Can mean the stage gate 
SERIPH: Seraphina   (seven hibernating in 1 10) 
HARE a date  February 18 – March 17,   HARES  April 15 – May 12  
SPHERES: orbs. Men in Black and Zeta greys 
HESPERIS:   Venus HESPERIS: America (in the west – of France) 
MAN POSER  Men in Black or shape shifters 

 EPHEMERIS: Astronomy, Time and Motion in the Solar System, so "same span" indicates the same orbit.  

 Universe meaning both AS and the SERAPHINA use the same mode      ARMS also means in Gemini 

3 77 4 conflit, mort, perte: a la croix grande approbre 
BEORC  CONFER  ALEATORIC  REPEAT (Procyon) 

ALECTORIA (would this be making fuel from algae?) 
CROIX  PARACLETE             (advocate/holy ghost) 

REPORT  PARDON  MORTAL  CONFLICT  RADON 
ONCE [after] OCTOBER FINAL  PROP    Car rox i ng 

 
ONCE means "after" PROP means the "natural order" 
Car is around Yuletide  
 

3 77 3 the king of Iran captured by those of Egypt 
3 77 4  conflicts, death, loss: shame to the great cross (Anu 
BEORC: BERCANA = Ursa Major = BEAR  (Anu) & also the 
date of around Yuletide 
REPEAT = Procyon = those from Gemini or in  Gemini 
ALEATORIC = gambling adj. 1. Dependent on chance, luck, 
an oblique reference to the dice cupholder of Perseus 

ALECTORIA noun. lichens having dark brown erect or pendulous 
many-branched cylindrical thallus; Tundra mat (Sphagnum moss?) 
Is the “gamble” in the MARKET of using peat lichen for fuel? 

3 77 4  Ng (Reed) Oct 28 … (Halloween Yew Tree day) = & Dec 18.19,20  … Car (1st decan Capricorn) …Ing  is runic for the HARVEST …  

ROX is Report Object EXecutable> Re-OXygenation> Ruling Our EXperiences> source    http://www.smartdefine.org/ROX#ixzz1IaWfsQZ0 

The last line speaks of the "final October" of the Epistle to Henri.  
"It will be in October that the great translation will take place when all with think the Earth has lost its gravity". 
ALECTORIA I wonder if Nostradamus is saying that the Procyons are a lichen based life? 
CROIX of the haloed ghost is a reference to the pheon cross of YHWH and this haloed ghost (Menolea/electron being?) could be En.lil 

THE ORIGINAL IS IN "COMBIEN" BUT THE LINES THEMSELVES HAD NOT BEEN 'FOUND' 

 

3.77                The Original quatrain with  YEAR  clue 1 7 2 7   

The third climate  [environs]  under  Aries comprehended 
[understood – included]  Is this saying ARYAN ?*see vignette 

But not  the year 1727 (it is the  information in 1 7 2 7) October 

The Iranian leader those of Egypt took/captured 

Conflict, death,  scrutinize  the  rising  cross discord 

grád = gradient, slope, incline; rate of ascent or descent  
The information in C1 Q7 Line 2  word  7 did apply. This can be seen in COMBIEN      also the meaning of "pte" in line 4 
OctobrePerfeEgypte  GET BEER, [Brew/May event] OS [Capricorn event] YET BEFORE COPPER [the October event] YET CREEPY 
GREY  TROOP  PRECEPT  (GOT PROBE) – in FEET, [Pisces – 2015?] COPE, GOne BY BEER          (so to cope from Pisces  to May) 
This ties in with Century 1 quatrain 1 Line 1 the original -  which says: 
ENTRUSTS  (trust me) EDUCATES:  (teaching you) Iƒ  [is]  IN  DATE  FIFTEEN.  DIFFERENT   FEET (pun) [Pisces] STATUS.                      
The third climate  [environs] under  Aries  comprehended  
THE THIRD is EARTH, the hint UNDER ARIES was alluding to the vignette which has a Scorpion on the left looking at a sheep on the 
right which is leaping over the golden ratio. Two problems pointing to the sheep not being the zodiac of Aries – 1) it is not a ram and 
2) Aries is not situated pointing towards Scorpio. The only "alchemical" thing these zodiacs  might have in common is they are both 
driven by "Mars". But this is about the date – Scorpio in the year of the sheep – 2015. It could be about Mars too.  
The word "leap" also means in Scorpio.  
AriesOctobrePerfeEgypte  to probe Preface – before great poetry pieces, refers category eery Ego, by pipettes [in vitrum] 
So this is what was done. A new PREFACE TO CESAR dated August 2013 which you can see along with this forum…  
3 77 1 Le tiers climate foubz Aries comprins        
                                                               RESUMPTION TO CROSS FERTILIZE AMICABLE   the hybrid breeding program 

3 77 2 Lan mil fept cens vingt & fept en Octobre,        
EVENT CONTENT REFLECTS FLIPPING:  IMPREGNABLE CLIFF TOPS [like a] BAT  (additional to "hide like a mouse")   
                                                    COMPONENT PREVENTING ILL EFFECTS – saying during the poles shift, hide like a bat 
3 77 3 Le roy de Perfe par ceux d'Egypte prins:      
   PREPARE LID (Farraday cage) PROPERTY  FOR  EXCEEDING  FUSE :  ED, REGARD YUPPY EXPLOITS PREFERENCE  PER DEEP             
   SEATED URGENCY. FIX PROPERLY.  dates given Sept 11, October 11 and in Os/Capricorn, no year but the fuse event was  in 3 7 
 

http://www.smartdefine.org/ROX#ixzz1IaWfsQZ0
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3 77 4 Conflict,mort,pte a la croix grad oppobre Le   
ELOIM,  RO, CRAFT EXTRACTING  IN BAD COPPER (October), BOARD PORT OF CALL:  This will be confusing, saying to "BOARD" 
How are we to know it is the Eloim and the Andromeda Council for real?                SEE in the Preface the words MILLIONS  
IS COLOSSAL AS CHAIRS (alchemye key word for Cassiopeia & a pun ) AIM MINIMISE COLLISIONS IS MASSACRE;  CHASES HIS  
MILLIONS  A, [A is Dec 22] OS (so at last a date for the "airlift" and also for the asteroids)  continues 
IS ANTI CLIMAX TO LORD, VARIOUS OBVIOUS BAD TOXIC CIVILIZATIONS…    3 77 4 Conflict,mort,pte a la croix grad oppobre  
MILLIONS TO  MODULAR  BOX DAN (Scorpio false rapture?) ON [Oannes] MIX [shape shift] BLONDS [Nordics]  
ON [Oannes?] ALLEVIATION  [lifting up]  BLAST MONOXIDE IN VILLAIN'S BOX (cube? or rectangular?)    MILLIONS NOT ALIVE  
 

6 95 2 Quand istront faicts enormes et martiaux 

1.METEORS FRONT REMOTENESS SECTION 
2. Iƒ  ACONITE,  ANEMOMETERS'  ANCESTORS  
3. TRANSIT  TAINTS ~ STAMMERER  AFRONT 
4. SENT  QUAINT  TRISTAN  FACTIONS 
X  (joint) FACTION  MISTREAT  MORE  R 
 
 

ANEMOMETER = Lord of the air ways, Ruach/YHWH En.lil 
TRANSIT of the Earth being moved by "stammering the orbit" or 
Nibiru is what "taints" the front 

When enormous martial deeds will occur (such as now 

R is Celt Elder = November 25 – December 22  
ACONITES: the greys who need aconite for their eyes 
ANEMOMETERS: measures wind speed and pressure = En.lil 
STAMMERER  TRANSIT: also means ‘stage gates’ pulses 
AFRONT  TAINTS  : the military made use of the stargate before 
they knew what they were doing. Line 3 can be taken many ways 
TRISTAN reference to Palimedes: cunning handiwork, & noise which 
many lines say noisy  "claquers" followers of Nibiru 
 

6 95 2  X FACTION could be referring to Planet X … but I believe it is joint forces and concentration camps in the U S A 
 

7 73 2 changez les acreet passe sur le prosne  
PRECHOSEN  REPULSERS              (pyramids 1 43 ) 
RE.PULSES  ~  ASSURE   PASSEZ 
PAST  PERSONS  CREATES  RULES            (Eloim) 
CHANGES CHOSEN SEAL  R 

Acrid changes - passing over the unclean (Earth) 
Nibiru = passover 
Pyramids Repulse Asteroids?  Earth?    Re-pulses = C.M.E. 
R. is Elder Nov 25 – Dec 23   
PAST  PERSONS : from Genesis 1 
or:  CHOSEN  SEAL CHANGES  
 

7 73 2     PULSE  R is Celt Elder = Nov. 25 – Dec 23.   E  is Tuesday.   R is draco and S is the Sun  and  also Celt April 15 – May 12 

R is also a month of the Horse, the Black Horse, one of the Seals of Tribulation , the Third Seal rider with a set of scales measuring 
out small amounts of wheat for very high prices,  and do not harm (desecrate) the oil or the wine. Wine always means in Virgo – 
the days before Libra.  The oil is olive oil the September equinox. The scales represent in Libra (October) but they also mean the 
"scales of the reptilian".  
 

9 62  4 Rougon d'Octobre le tiers seront laschez. 
RECONSTRUCTED LARGE OBSOLETE HORIZONS 
TIRELESS   AS  STERILE  CO DEBTOR 
CORN,  OCTOBER  HALT.  LAST   TREBLE    
ZUAR  CLASH   
RAZE  GROUND,  .RISES  CHARLESTON    
 

The  Red One (Oannes?) will release on the third of October. 
rebuilding the old orbits 
TIRELESS AS  is the "god" of the Eddur, the Aettir, Cassiopeians 
TREBLE  HALT: of Earth. Either three days, or the third day or 
stops three times. 
ZUAR  are the mocking greys 

rougondoctobre 
RO, ON GOD CUBE BORE (carried) CONTOUR  COURT (theatre, solar system) ROTOR (orbit) BONE (in Capricorn) 
notice the many different words used to say the same thing? 

CO DEBTOR  of the Living Library 
ZUAR (to mock to taunt, Zeta45 greys)    part of Treaty 9 with Other Worlders     
CORN is Virgo and OCTOBER.  Unusual to use the actual word “October”  in the Hidden Texts 
 
10 94 

De Nismes d'Arles, & Vienne contemner, 
N'obeyr ledict d'Hespericque: 
Aux labouriez pour le grand condamner, 
Six eschappez en habit seraphicque. 
 

from Nimes, from Arles and Vienna scorn, 
France and Italy 

Disobeying the Western edict: (Monsanto laws) 
To the tormented by the great one condemning  
Six escaped in seraphic garb.                                    (space suits?) 

Nismesd'ArlesVienned'Hespericque:  N [Eridu]  DEPRAVEDNESS [depravity] ME [weapon] RELINQUISHES  ICENESS 
DEPRIVES QUEENS' LINES [bloodlines, the hybrid humans] MASSIVE DEPENDENCES  MERCHANDISE [throw-away society] 

RELINQUISHER  REQUIRES  SPEECH  EVIL  MINDED  AN:  PREMIER  DEVILISHNESS DAN [Scorpio] SEQUENCE 
ENQUIRES SIMPLE HARD EVIDENCE END MASSIVE PRESENCE EVIL MINDED SQUARE [Pegasus/Marcabian] SPHERE  
DEAL: IN SHIELDS [verb] SINNERS' SEQUENCE,  SHIELD (verb) SEQUENCE SINNERS' SIN        
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(I saw this as a comment in an interview, possibly a Project Camelot interview where  it was stated that only by allowing the 
sinners (elite) exemption from prosecution, will they "relinquish" their hold)      
This then indicates that the elite will be placed in the position of being  prosecuted. 
It has been stated in ALMANACH 1555:   REMEMBER…  REDEEMER  DETERMINES  CULPABLE   
 

1 12  2 De bas en haut eslevé promptement  
LUNE HUE (blood moon?)  APES  or  REED 

DEBATEMENT (uuhen)  PULSED (REED,  APES) 
SALUTE  POEMS  TEMPOS ~ REED     
BASE RULE   - PROMPT  (SLEEP)  
BASEMENT  A     (REED or APES) 
UNLEASH DEBATES  ~ HAULS  PETROLEUM   

LEPEROUS  {the unknowing] EUROPE  DEBT   
Pulse ensue eau hen          Heap use Lune 
Hel  up  A  (or REED or APES)  

APES = 2nd decan Gemini  () also means Sirius 
D is June 10 – July 7 [Apes] UUHEN  A-SLEEP 
»or USE PLANE HUE   (E.U., HUN  A SLEEP) 

POEMS TIMES: REED: October 28 – Nov 24 
RULES  are to hide/SLEEP in  the BASEMENT 
Eau Hen is water hen = Cygnus or even Crane 
Heap are the Plejarans LEPER is the "uninitiated" 
A = In the Winter Solstice         Hel is an asteroid 

 

1 12 
In short [time] misrepresenting bully, precarious claim  
From strictly low follower to high: 
Then instantly disloyal & volatile. 
Whose government will be [sourced] from Verona  
(northern Italy) 
 

1 12 1 Dans peu dira faulce brute,fragile    SAFEGUARD AGAINST UNPREDICTABLE  FAILURE  UP (by the elite or Zeta greys or the space ties)     
                                      IƑ [is]  BAREFACED  U.N. LIARS FALSIFIABLE [falsified] UPGRADED  UNREGULATED  [U.N. REGULATED] CREATURE    
1 12 2 De bas en hault efleue promprement:       FEATURED SAMPLE TELEPHONE NUMBER, HOME, NUMBERPLATE  ~ DEEPEST FUNERAL 
1 12 3 Puys en inftant defloyale & labile                                OF BAD UNPLEASANT ELITE  IN ƑLY [flee to d.u.m.b or ufo lies or] SLY LIE 
1 12 4 Qui de Veronne aura gouuernement       ENGRAVE [write] QUEER MANOEUVRE NOUU, QUIETEN GARDENER: (alters climates) 
WEIRDO REGNANT QUEEN (Cassiopeians) RENDERING EQUATED ENUMERATION  -  WIDE MANOEUVRE.    ENGRAVE (write) QUEER 
MOUNTAINEER NOUU (at the time of moving the orbits become a cave mountaineer) AU-REVOIR, DEEM UNAQUAINTED GREEN EVERMORE 
Veronne  ON VERNE (Jules Verne – time machine, seeing) VEER ONN (the "manoeuvre" in March equinox) NNE [of France] OVER (this ties 
in with Saudi Arabia becoming the north pole which in itself ties in with Rio de Janeiro going to the south pole) 
NERON V E    March 18 – April 14   in  E  a  Tuesday  …E is also Sept. 19/20                                                      Definition for neron: 

 NOAA's Environmental Real-time Observation Network (NERON), is a project to establish a nationwide network of weather 
monitoring ...en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NERON  
 

 

OVEN  ERN (urn – Aquarius 2013) OVEN N (Ash tree day) E  (Sept.19/20) R (Elder Nov 25 – Dec 22) N.N.E  (from France) OVER 
Ash Tree dates are:  November 22 – December 01. February 18  – March 17.  May 25 – June 03 
 

ON, N VEER, ON  NR  VEE   V = ALDER MARCH 18 – APRIL 14 and can be Andromeda.  
“N” the sky rune for the Eridu, this is saying the Oannes & the Eridu “veer” the Earth towards the N.N.E “OVER” 
VENER ON  Vener: n. sport, lore, or practice of hunting, esp. with hounds; the chase – the harvest.   
The HUNTER is Orion and it seems the On/Oannes are hunters too    

"NERO EN-V  ON NERVE NEER NOV.   Nero envy the nerve of the Oannes – the harvest – ties in with all the Scorpio dates 
VERNON E   =  the name ‘Vernon’ means Alder grove!  Celt Alder = March 18 – April 14  and E on a Tuesday 2014 
VERN ONE  NORN EVE  the first of Alder Tree = March 18 "REVE(rse in ONN: the eve of Onn 19/3 
VEER ONN  the March Equinox is 19/20 March…                       the subject here is the Earth herself 
VEE NORN  V = ALDER  MARCH 18 – APRIL 14  NORN = fate 
NOREEN   V     “NOREEN” =  nickname for the onetime cipher (!) means  CIPHER  V = date of March 18 – April 14                                
Noreen, or BID 590, was an off-line one-time tape cipher machine of British origin  
1 12 4 AU-REVOIR, DEEM UNAQUAINTED GREEN EVERMORE – see "MICHAEL" as "Ra"  LAST PAGES 
M G sent me the following regarding the word GREEN 

62.29 Questioner: Yes. 
Ra: You must see the Earth, as you call it, as being seven Earths. There is red, orange, yellow, and there will soon be a 
completed green color vibratory locus for fourth-density entities which they will call Earth. During the fourth-density 
experience, due to the lack of development of fourth-density entities, the third-density planetary sphere is not useful for 
habitation since the early fourth-density entity will not know precisely how to maintain the illusion that fourth density 
cannot be seen or determined from any instrumentation available to any third density.  
Thus in fourth density the red, orange, and green energy nexi of your planet will be activated while the yellow is in 
potentiation along with the blue and the indigo.  
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In other words, our physical body will not be the same as it is now. (M.G) 

 63.27 Questioner: I will make this statement, and you correct me.      What we have is, as our planet is spiralled by the 
spiralling action of the entire major galaxy, as the big wheel in the sky turns and our planetary system spirals into the 
new position, the fourth-density vibrations become more and more pronounced. These atomic core vibrations begin to 
create, more and more completely, the green, that is the green core vibrations complete more and more completely the 
fourth-density sphere and the fourth-density bodily complexes for inhabitation of that sphere. Is this correct? 

Ra: I am Ra. This is partially correct. To be corrected is the concept of the creation of green-ray density bodily 
complexes. This creation will be gradual and will take place beginning with your third-density type of physical  
vehicle and, through the means of bisexual* reproduction, become by evolutionary processes, the fourth-density  
body complexes.                           *bisexual* requiring two genders 

The Law of One Search Results for 'green energy'    www.lawofone.info/results.php?q=green         
Results 1 - 30 of 540 - The Ra/LL Research Law of One Search results for 'green energy' ...84.12 Questioner:  
Would you please correct me on this statement, then? I'm guessing that what happens is that when a transfer takes place .....  
This is partially correct. To be corrected is the concept of the creation of green-ray density . 

MGiuseppe 

A group calling itself  Le Prieure de Sion, The Priory of Sion, and its purported agent, Pierre Plantard. 

This, of course, leads to the question:  

Did Berenger Sauniere find an ancient hoard of gold and appropriate it to himself?   

Or did he uncover some other secret that required his silence to be bought?      YES 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

When considering “channelling”, we are faced with the situation to be careful not to throw out the baby with the 

bathwater. There have been other pretty good sources of channeled material with a relatively high level of accuracy, such 

as the Ra entity in the Law of One books and also the sources of Bringers of the Dawn channeled by Barbara Marciniak. 

They may not be on the same level of accuracy and clarity as the Cassiopaean material, but they DO contain a 

considerable amount of accurate and useful information that is largely in agreement with the Cassiopaean transmissions. 

Therefore, we can posit that most who are open minded and sincere, as well as adventurous and curious, will agree that it 

is not reasonable to declare ALL channeled material as being nonsense and/or fraudulent.       Whenever someone claims: 

“All white is black”, we should immediately suspect their motives and knowledge base. Not because white being black is 

impossible, (we know there are paradoxes), but because they use the word “all". 
Laura Knight-Jadczyk                    email sent Sept 5 2013 regarding 'oneism' because I read that LKJ advised against oneism 
 

Nostradamus, does, however, tell us not to listen to "channellers" 
 

SEE MICHAEL TELLINGER 
Annunaki and Ancient Hidden Technology (MUST WATCH) 

While this may seem like a long video, it is a wonderful synopsis and you will be grateful for Michael Tellinger's efforts 
 

1 22  1   Ce que vivra et n'aiant ancien sens   
REVIEUU   NATURE’S  SEQUENCE   
UUAIVERS  VIA  SUN  SEQUENCE :   

A thing existing without any senses (greys? – bacteria?) 
UUAIVER  NATURE:  change of the climate, the seasons 
REVIEUU SUN SEQUENCE (24): message to our scientists 

 

1 22 
A thing existing without any senses                           
will cause its own end to happen through artifice  
At Autun, Chalan, Langres and the two Sens 
there will be great damage from hail and ice. 

 

1 22 1 Ce que viura & n'aiant aucun fens,                 ACQUAINT [teach yourself] UNFAIR ACCUSE UNEVEN CAUSE (which one!     
       Monsanto, D.U.M.B.? false warfare) ACCURATE: UNSAFE IN UNIQUE VAN – SUN ANTIQUARIAN VENUE   (Giza to Babel) 
1 22 2 Viendra lefer a mort fon artifice: AFFIRMATIVE: CONFRONTED EARLIER (using time portal)    REFLECTION [think about] 
FAVORITE FIRE ARM IN I [Halloween] DAN [Scorpio] DIFFERENT CAVALIER REFORMATION, CARVE ALL [of you] DIFFERENT 

1 22 3 Autun, Chalon,Langres & les deux Sens,   OLD HUGE [giant] TRANS SEXUAL [cross breeding] UNCLEAN CALLOUSNESS       
                         HUGENESS SUN in DAN ~ RUNS UNEXCELLENT GLASSHOUSE HOURGLASSES (days) DAN – A (Dec 21/22) 

1 22 4 La grefle & glace fera grand malefice.               LARGE FANG-FILLED  FARCE:  FILMED LARGE ANGEL FACE  (a hologram) 
Autun,Chalon,LangresSens  OANNAH GO… SHUN NUCLEUS… STRANGLES NATURAL  CLEANLINESS! 
 
 

http://www.lawofone.info/results.php?q=green+energy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiVROBhwHUM&feature=youtube_gdata_player
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiVROBhwHUM&feature=youtube_gdata_player
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiVROBhwHUM&feature=youtube_gdata_player
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiVROBhwHUM&feature=youtube_gdata_player
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1 27  3 Qui par longs siecles avoit esté grappé  

TEST POLAR SIGNS  
GNOSIS LONG POLARIS SIGN    
GREATEST SELEUCIA  AEOLUS  EQUIP   
SIGN  SOLAR  ECLIPSE  APRIL’S  SONG     

  PAIR  with 10  60  2     

That which for many centuries had been contained 

“trade in men” – became part of the treaties with Off  Worlders 
 

To the scientists who have known for a long time what the polar 
signs have meant EQUIP: cause AEOLUS – Lord of the winds= 

YHWH/ tornadoes  IRAN or IRAN causes the great winds                  
April verses    Easter=Set so is  Cassiopeia 

Nostradamus (or his Source ) never ceases to astonish me.  The chapter “J.ROD52  & TREATY 9 ” will not be finished for 
a while, as others have priority, yet there seems to be a problem with certain deceitful clauses in Treaty 9 …    
mentioned also in the binary disc crop circle in which a grey alien from Orion holds the disc 

10 60  2  Sauone, Sienne, Capue Modene, Malte:       see 1 27 3 

AN  LET  NAME  MODE,  I.E. enc. ON   
Escape  USA   Oceans  
SEAS   ice   N.N.E.  MELT        
 

 in signing 
 

Anu LET name clauses including the Oannes by default 
In the HOT  WINTER  recently 

10 81  2 Dans icelui retiré en secret lieu: 
INSECURE  SUN-DIAL  

 
CLUE  ENTIRE  SCENE  LIES  CENTRE  
INSULATED  SINCE  CERES  ADULTERINE  
R.  E - Y   AUDIENCES       
YULE   LET   ICIER                                         

Withdrawn therein to a secret place 
RESET  either the stars are all re-set or the Pact needs it 
and/or regarding  SET: a key word for Cassiopeians 
Tipped on its side CERES is Sirius – back stabber 
Following the asteroid near miss at Yule  
R. Draco E  greys - Y (Auriga ) watching orbiting our sun 
LET  ICIER – how true. An extended winter 
 

 

Erika Cheetham 

UNDER THE  RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES, CHILLED HORROR 
NOT FAR (Giza) IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE 
WHICH FOR LONG CENTURIES HAD BEEN HIDDEN AWAY  
FOUND DEAD. (The stargate) LOOKING (glass) COIL DRIVE FLAT  

Beneath the oak tree of Gienne, struck by lightning               
the treasure is hidden not far from there.                                
That which for many centuries had been gathered,         
when found, a man will die, his eye pierced by a spring.   

guien  E [greys/reptoids] GUN  E.U.  ING [harvest] I [Halloween or Egypt] 

1 27 1 Deffoubz de chaine Guien du ciel frappe,     IƑ [is] BIRD OF PEACE (dove/Pleiades) UP INFLUENCED HUGE EA, D [Moon] Z [Cassiop 

1 27 2 Non loing de la eft cache le trefor,         COLLATOR  LEARN  C (Ophiucus) ƑƑ  [SS]  OFFEND F (Pegasus), ON [Dagon]  END OF DEC     

EIGHTEEN (2018) sounds like a star wars scene 

1 27 3 Qui par longs fiecles auoit efte grappe,            SELF APPRECIATION IƑ [is]  GROTESQUE PLAGUE.  This speaks of Service To Self 

 GREATEST QUALIFIER OPPOSING PEACEFUL.  IƑ REQUISITE OF COPPERPLATE'S  LANGUAGE (requiring one to put language to copperplate 

1 27 4 Trouue moura:l'oeil creue de reffort.         RO MODERATE, FORMULATE,  EERIE COLOURFUL FUTURE, FEATURE LIE (down) MORE 
 

 
1 39 1 De nuict dans lict le suspresme estrangle   

ISLAND PRESUME CELTS is LEGEND 
(is) SUPREME INDULGENCE 
UNCITED  PULSES  REED/scorpio (or  EASTER 
STRANGLED,  PICTURELESS  EASTER  (or REED) 
 

 

 
At night the last one [president] will be strangled in bed 
by becoming too involved with the blond heir elect  

a "tall blond"? 
The empire is enslaved and three men substituted (by clones) 
Put to death with neither letter nor packet read 
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1 39 1 De nuict dans lict le fuprefme eftrangle             IMPERFECT CENTRE,  UNPRECEDENTED  GIANT  FLAME UR - ILL EFFECTS  
                       UNFULFILLED STAGE DAN [in Scorpio] 

1 39 2 Pour trop auoir fubiourne, blond efleu,                                     OUR BIRD BUREAU [Cygnus?] ROUND UP PUB[lic] RIO OS    
                 RO BUREAU UP, DOUBTFUL INFERIOR (south) POLE ON [the SS Dagon Reptile] NOT POLLUTION (radiation) FREE   

1 39 3 Par troys l'empire fubroge exancle,    LARGE BLUE CONTEMPORARY PREFIXES [Lords] GLORY (haloed) CAMERA POINTERS REFLEX 
(pointers reflex – the north polestar and the south polestar pointers reflex)  UP IN BE  (in Virgo) 

1 39 4 A mort mettra carte,pacquet ne leu     ACCURATE PRE-QUOTE CAP [Auriga] METAL CREATURE:  PREMATURE CONTRACT 
EQUAL MALTREATMENT,  EQUATE  MEAT TEMPERATURE (see 1 27 3 above 7 38 and 9 20 4 Biobic reptoids with mammal heat  

 ACCURATE TREATMENT,  [the hidden texts] AMPLE TORQUE  of the Earth 

former quotation: 9 20 4  Cap. et chose to cause tempestuous bloody slicing fire  Cap e.t. Cappela in Auriga – the reptilian cannibal 
AURIGA – CAPELLA – SCALED HUMAN-OIDS  [BUTO green serpent] ALLIED WITH DRACO      7 30 4 FULL ASS R. [Draco] 
INVASION IN NUT Hazelnut date Aug 5 – September 1 & September 24 – October 3rd and Walnut October 24 to November 11 
SOULS INVASION 1 8 4 RAVESTEIN’S  ASS – the “bad” angels from Auriga arriving for the second coming – in huge motherships 
IN RETRIEVE (means false rapture) 9 86 1 CHARIOT OBTRUDES, ADROIT GRAYLE - U.N. CHARTER, TRADERS' HUNTER: BY FE 
(metal reptoid) IRON ROD, BURRO (ass/Auriga) FEE (cost) … HIND (in Capricorn)   in 6 70 in PLUS OULTRE/FURTHER BEYOND 

9 20  3 Le maine noir en gris dedans Varennes 

 AVER  ELOIM: LIMONENES ADDRESSING REGION 
INDORSING  RENNES,  NOMINEE  AD  ENDS in  IRON                            
REINS,  RAVEN   (Crow constellation or 3rd decan Leo)   
SENDS ONE DANGER IN MOLE (reptoid) 

maine noir = black hand – dark men from Betelgeuse & greys 
LIMONENES sweet smelling citrus/fragrant Ones 
ENDORSING RENNES  stargate 
IRON  is Mars and Scorpio, was once Virgo 

REINS the Charioteer Auriga RAVEN Leonines/shapeshifters 
 

7 38 3 Gueulle, lipee, pied dans l'estrein pleignant 
7 38 3  FOOT IN THICK LIPPED MOUTH  (eaten feet first)  
the texts hidden: 
RAIDS IN IRON AGE (Halloween which is  Scorpio) 
DISCOVERED RECTANGULAR  UP APRON [Van Allen Belt] 
~  
PROVE  SUPERNATURAL (!)  in DAN   (Dan is in Scorpio) 
ENTRANCE AMID DREAM  (while asleep) –   
DETER  DAMN  AMERICAN TRADED MEN  

7 38  4 Traineé, tiré, horriblement mourir 
ENTRAINED. DRAGGED, TO DIE HORRIBLY 
the text hidden: 
THE ERROR:  BURLIER  TERMINATION – O (orbit) MIR (space 
station) 
NUTRITIONAL MEAL THEREIN:  IT MIRROR RETRIBUTION… 
[YOU] REMEMBER HIRER (the contract between the military 
complex  and the Other worlders for "trade in men") 
see 1 27 3 and 10 62 above on page 17 

 

 
The oldest[citation ] picture of Pied Piper copied from the glass window of Marktkirche in 
Goslar Lower Saxony, Germany, Wiki 
 

This is why the Visconti coat of arms  speaks of an event in Italy in  the 5th 
century A.D. where children were eaten feet first by reptiles and I would not 
be surprised if the Pied Piper of Hamelin was a similar event in 1284  
 
 
Before Its News Where Will FEMA Take Your Children? 
 
 

 
1 57  3  Bouche sanglante dans le sang nagera  

BAROUCHE  GANGS  BARONAGE                  (greys) 
ANGER  ABOUT LANES ANGELS  CHANGE   

HERBACEOUS (Celt trees)  DATES     
BARGE   DAN   (in Scorpio)              

The stage gate uses lanes,  as  would an as teroid                                           

Muzzled,  (oxygen)  strapped aboard  floating cold blooded 
BARGE is Sunday DAN: Scorpio, but it says ‘DATES’ plural or 
“Sunday” dates plural.                        LANES - orbits 
D: Celt tree = June 10 - July 9 = the  SOLAR PULSE 
A: is the Celt Winter Solstice: three different events, but a  
Sunday winter solstice is not in 2011 nor 2012  but is in 2013 

 
 
HERBACEOUS (Celt trees)  DATES   BARGE:   how clever is this! BARGE is boat, as a date it is March 18 – April 14, but there is 
the correction here saying to use the Celtic tree which is a boat! This is BIRCH which also means on a Sunday & Dec 24 – Jan'y 20 
1 39 2 above this date is in OS  which is in Capricorn 
If it does mean to be pointed at a Sunday, it would mean any Sunday in the period of December 24 – January 20 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pied_piper.jpg
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By the trumpet [Earth] shaking great discord. 
An agreement [contract] broken: lifting the face to heaven: 
the bloody mouth [thick lipped] will swim with blood; 
At the face of the sun anointed with those from Ursa,  the 
Milky Way lies down (ie: Earth lays down) 

1 57 1 Par grand difcord la trombe tremblera.  FILTER PROGRAMMABLE (the template of these texts) CARDBOARD [the package] 
TREND (just amazing. This is saying that the template of the texts fits the "trend" and not the mandate. The public trend  is to 
disbelieve in Other Worlds.  The result being: the template has not allowed for this, and it needs "filtering",  a discovery I made  
some years ago from lines in the texts which said:  6 29  2 BLUE PENIS (Reptilians) REPEL TEXTOR  REASSEMBLED OUR TEXT  
(Allan UUebber) and 2 81 1 PARQS UPDATES U.E [greys] REPLICATES  UPSET ALLAN (Allan Webber not working on off worlders) continues 
EQUALS FEAR DUST PARTICLE CALLED  ICE (chemtrails? or the drug).  4 90 1 CODES  OPEN,  EXCLUDE JOINT COPIES  [Allan and I have 
different directives] and in 6 41 1 HE  (Allan)  MANNER ENCODES CALMER .  9 13  4  A UUEBBER ACRONYMS DECOYS  MY CODES.  Here 
is the reason, so that only the person with the 'triple method' produces the desired product! They didn't give Allan the triple code 
8 79  4  MY  RULES:  ESTEEMS  ALLAN  UUEBBER  MY  QUAINT  SONNETS  - NON [minus] ETS (saying Allan does not work on the "ETs") 

1 57 2 Accord rompu dreffant la refte au ciel:        [the above] DEFERRED PRACTICAL FOOL MANUFACTUREƒ [these texts] 
with the word PRACTICAL meaning those who are pedantic regarding disclosure of Other Worlds, as well as a pun.  
IƑ [is]  E.D. (Extra Dimensionals/Andromeda Council – the "gods") FORCED TO PREALLOCATE MANUFACTURER (of these texts) 
Does this say to you what it says to me? That we are all born to do a particular job?  
1 57 3 Bouche fanglante dans le fang nagera:    NETS (Reticuli or TENS Sephirot) ENGULF ONE AND A HALF, (Earth and the moon)      
ANS UNABLE AGGREGATE DNA TO CHANNEL OFF [Earth in] DAN    The Anu cannot use their time portals in this one Scorpio 

1 57 4 Au fol fa face ointe de laict & miel.                 IƑ [is]  ALLOCATE FEMALE IS EDUCATE [you] ACADEMIC FOOT-FIFTEEN 
(the same "different feet" of 1 1 1 which means in Pisces in 2015)      U [uranite, of the heavens] ALLA[h]  A.I. LIE, LULL EA [E.Yah] 
This explains something highly possible given time travel. Alla[h] the father in law of E.Yah (Lord of the Earth),   Allah was sent to 
Mars in disgrace. He still had time portals, and it seems, Artificial Intelligence.  Allah was killed by an accident on Mars, but his A.I. 
still perform for him!  E.Yah has been "lulled" into believing something he was told by these (probably thinking that A.I. cannot lie) 
 

2 3 1    Pour la chaleur folaire fus la mer                                     
SUPRA   MOLECULAR   SOLAR 
HEAR U.S. LIE - RUE  SERIAL  HUE                                         
He (it) rules I  (Halloween) & A   
is Hel A    (December 20/21/22)                         

Because of the solar heat on the sea  
serial  hue: more than once. Is this the H.A.A.R.P? 
Or chemtrails? Hel: an asteroid. (and a pun)  
I = eve of winter solstice and Halloween 
A = winter solstice       

 

Because of the solar heat on the sea  
The fish of  Negrepont half cooked 
Those living there will prepare them (not necessarily the fish) 
Those living there become instituted 
When Rhodes. & Genoa need animal cracker (biscuits) 
(Quad He Rod gens/people & "BI THESAURUS" animal cracker) 
(Quad [square/Pegasus/Marcabian] Rod/Grayle/Tall White) 

Negrepont = black bridge. The "prince of dark men" – their time gate from Sirius.  The 'fish' then are likely Tau Cetians 
NegrepontRodGennes ON [Oannes] PRETEND GREEN SONG – now that we know what "green" means & even "song" as a 
vibration (recall the Mayan wall relief showing the bird singing into a conical tool) RED ON SENT GREEN PONG  this reminds me 
of the green "mists" witnessed just prior to the black death. (see Earthfiles.com) ON REGENT PONG SENDER, via volcanoes' gases?  
PONG ENGENDERS TENOR (desexes or makes infertile, with "engenders" being another pun) 
By defining these Oannes as "RED" – maybe the positive faction is not  red, because these ones are negative it seems 

2 3 1 Pour la chaleur folaire fus la mer     
SURE [certainly]  FROM A REPROACHFUL  U [uranite] ALLA[h]  A.I. USER - LIE, LULL EA                                  

2 3 2 De Negrepont les poiffons demis cuits:                    
MI[Nostradamus] FEELINGS: PROOF SUPER [above] SUSPENDS (raises) SO DETECTIONS MODIFIED SELF-SUPPORTING  
SENTENCE  OFFENDING  DOMESTIC  POLITENESS  

2 3 3 Les habitans les viendront entamer          
THE ASSEMBLER AS [who] INSTALLED BREATHES ENVIRONMENT [atmosphere] VENDS [sells/tells] THAT INTER-NATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIRABLENESS: OR/RO HEAVENLINESS DETERMINANT BLAST.   

This seems to me to be a very direct warning from the Andromeda Council and from As of the Cassiopeians 

2 3 4 Quad Rod.& Gennes leur faudra le bifcuit    
SUFFICE EQUILATERAL [partially] UNDERGROUND (during the) BAD 
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2 16 1    Naples, Palerme, Secille, Syracufes   

LAYERS APPEALS  ~  ASSURANCE MERCIES  
SUPREME  AS  SPAN CEASELESSLY 
ISRAYL SECULAR CENSUS  
PLAN YEARS ~ USE SPECIAL CRIMES 
PLY SUNLESSLY - SCARES ME APPLE R (or APES Æ 

SAUCEPAN’S RAY CAUSE SLAYER ILL APES in Gemini) Æ 
(Sunday or EA 

AS SPAN = The god of the aettir in heaven (or APPLE  (June 25 – July 24/ 
Cancer & Dec 23 - 31)  R (Sagittarius)  

LAYERS APPEALS  = prayers 
APPLE: Friday in R: Nov 25 – December 22 
SPECIAL CRIMES including Terrorism laws 
SAUCEPANS are the Big Dipper (in Cancer) SAUCEPAN is also an 
Australian name for constellation PAVO 

APES: 2nd decan Gemini. 3 – 10 June 2012  (Also means Sirius)    
Æ a Sunday    

 

 

is actually 2 16  due to 2 12  being duplicated at publication 
Naples, Palermo, Sicily, Syracuse, 
New tyrants, celestial lightning fires: 
Force from London, Ghent, Brussels and Susa, 
Great slaughter, triumph leads to festivities. 

2 16 1  Naples, Palerme, Secille, Syracufes  REPLIES:  IMPRESS;  AS ELF  PULL [Earth] CLEANSES,  REALLY NECESSARY.  CAME PEACEFUL  

2 16 2  Nouueaux tyrans,fulgures feuz celeftes:            EXCUSE AGES: FUELS FUNERALS TUUENTY FOURth. UNUSUAL FREEZER 

EFFECT UUAXES (waxes =  grows, which the ice age would during  the movement of the orbits) TOY LUNG , UGLY TON [Mayan year] 

2 16 3  Force de Londres,Gand,Brucelles, Sufes   [Z]SELF  SCROLL SURE GROUND BASED SELF DEFENCE REFERENCED (Pyramid power) 

DOUBLE CROSS (En.lil who wears two crosses, and a pun) END GLASSFUL (times of plenty)  CONFERENCES SUBDUED LARGE LORDS 

2 16 4  Grand hecatombe,triumphe,faire feftes. HERMAPHRODITE Ƒ [The Androgyne] AFTER EFFECTS AIM BEGUN. IS EMBRACING DEATH, 
MEET UP FOREFATHERS,  IS  DEATH-EMBRACING  TEMPERATURES  HOE ("lost hoe" in Boötes/Libra or)  ƑHOE ('shoe' is in Sagittarius)   
 

 

is actually 2 17  due to 2 12  being duplicated at publication 
 

The field [Pegasus] of the temple of the vestal virgin, [Virgo]  
Not far from Elne and the Pyrenees mountains:  
The great conduit [portal] is hidden in the basement.   
To the north rivers overflown and vines battered. 

 

dEthnePyrenees SERPENT EYED HEN[Cygnus]…THESE DENY PENRE'S (SA.AM) N (Eridu) PENS THREE-EYED (Tibetan monks) 
2 17 1  EARLY   SEALS – SEEMS  SPACE  SPUN    ‘EASY SPELL’ = (i) means ICE AGE (or Halloween/or Dec 20/21.)  MENACE SURPASSES  
YELL [Earth in] SUSPENSE - APES (Sirius) MASSACRE   PASSES (false rapture,  an asteroid? Pulses or Planet X)  SECURELY - PLEASES  MAN   
SEEMLY   SURPASSES   SPACE   LANE  – the stage gate?                ASSES (Auriga cannibals) MENACE  S (Willow tree April 15 – May 12)   

SEAS  PLACE  (area)  LESS  PURENESS  MAY  due to the Japan nuclear accident? Or the supervolcano under                          
MAN = those from Orion  CAME APES (second decan Gemini - LESS SYNAPSES [see “neurons” ]~  
RULE SPY PULSE: saying to watch the Sun  MENACES LESS AREAS, PULSES REPLAY - ASSESS MENACE.  4  49 1,  5  97 2.          

2 17 1 Le camp de temple de la vierge veftale LEVELLED MAP, ELEVATED IMPERFECT AGE, EG: [Earth] FELL,  DEPARTED VELVET 
(velvet is outer space) PIECEMEAL (in small increments) [in] MA (alchemye word for in Libra or October) 

2 17 2 Non efloigne d'Ethne  monts Pyrenees:        (conferences subdued large lords) NONETHELESS PRETENDING ENEMY OF ON  

2 17 3 Le grand conduict eft cache dens la male  DOCUMENT |to put in writing| COLD HEARTED CALCULATING MAN  DECLARED 
CHALLENGE FANATICS' DEFENCES, ACCORD ENHANCEMENT DREAD-FUL FALSE FLAGS ILL-EDUCATED. CLOSED GALACTIC  

2 17 4 North getes fluues  vignes maftinees. d       THIS OFFENSIVE SEGMENTS UNREGULATED, SATISIFIES HUGE SELF - TUNED 
GOVERNMENTS – IS DREAMFUL SUGGESTIONS  SEVENTEENTH        EVENTUAL DIFFERENT SUGGESTIONS MESH.      IS HUGE 
DISTASTEFUL GOVERNMENT SEEN, NONETHELESS FUGITIVE FRAUD SEGMENTS (divides)AS HUGE DISTRUST IN OFFENSIVE 
GENTLEMEN… OVERESTIMATES SUFFUSED LENGTHENING (of orbit).  RO GUESSTIMATED SHUFFLING IN SEVENTEEN [2017]  
 

2 24 1 Bestes farouches de faim fleuves tranner 
UUETTER  RULES   U.S. 
UUE FLEUU SAFEST CRAFT 
BEEN - AFFIRM FASTER BEST SAFER 
UUATER’S NATURES FUEL - if sea ohm used 
FED (zodiac) HOUSES ~ AIM  FEEDS,  FEASTS 
sham fuse die – (date in Virgo, the 11th was given)  
fuse amid shoe          (shod horse is Sagittarius) 
USEFUL  RAN  AIMS  HEED  OUR FATES              
mouse hid safe  DAN (Scorpio 2013?) 

NOTE: “WE” - Using the stage gate? BEEN: at the scene 
FED: the Federation, supposed to be benevolent.  
HOUSES of the zodiac indicating which Federation it is, in the 
skies NATURE’S  FUEL Saltwater and radio waves: google 
researchMr Kanzius  
DIE: pronounced dee-ay latin for ‘day’ and obsolete for the 2nd 
decan in Virgo – also represents Centaurus- the female warrior 
Fuse: “grand pulse” of Dr Paul la Violette or Planar Planisphere 
SHAM: false, a scam or related to the reptilian bases attack 
USEFUL  [Ly]RAN: ~ GOLDEN HOST DOING 
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2 24 1 When researching “Mr Kansas Saltwater fuel”  -  be aware that vested oil interests are very good at debunking  
        alternative power sources, at a time when we should be grabbing all alternative power sources with open arms 

MOUSE HID SAFE – is a clue for what we should do = hide like a mouse.  Three to six metres down. 

 

2 24   Beasts wild from hunger will swim across rivers: 
The major part of the region will be against the Hister,   
                         +river,  but generally accepted to mean Hitler 
The great one will be dragged in an iron cage (train) 

the child meant to discover anti gravity  
When observing [watching] child in full blood  Reptilian  

 

When observing child in full blood  Reptilian: the reptilian faction are obsessive regarding their bloodlines (DNA) but the 
reptilian part of the Anu is not indicated here, it is those from Auriga and Draco come to eat children! The word "in" means 
just that, with the "full blood" becoming a pun – refer the quatrains "blood in bloody mouth" & "thick lipped mouth, feet first" 
It is a wonder no one has queried the capitalized R (the sky rune for Draco) sitting there on its own! The capitalized Germain 
is not just a ruse (fitting in with Hitler as it does) it belongs in the codes within codes – plus, the word "in" should be "dans", 
so it means "inside" with emphasis. Then we have the word "observing". This is Nostradamus through the Looking Glass. 
 

HifterRGermain THE GRIM REFRAIN : ARM THE FIRE RING (ring of fire: volcanoes) REARING THE FIRM (tectonics) 
IT REFER HARMING FARTHER REIGN [from France] M, (Virgo), I (Halloween & Dec 18/19/20) REFERRING MA HIT (October) 
 

2 24 1 Beftes farouches de faim fluues tranner   THE INSUFFERABLE CAT-AND-MOUSE SUFFERER these words are not to be 
taken lightly. The Reptilian is  "insufferable" and they do play with their victims like a cat in order to create great "suffering" 
THE INSUFFERABLE MANUFACTURERS  FEED IN OS [Capricorn] MANUFACTURERS OF THE INSUFFERABLE SEED (genetic manipulators 
& this could include the likes of Monsanto) FEATURES HUMAN AS BUFFERED REFLECTION (of themselves) SURE  UNDESIRABLE  AFTER 
- EFFECTS OF HUMAN.  AS RESTORES INEFFECTUAL BUFFERED HUMAN.  This is about mortality and souls. Proven by this: 
FEASIBLE SUFFER MANUFACTURE SHORTENED, [mortality in DNA] FORESEEABLE FIFTH [age] UNDRESS [this], FREES OFF 
THE UNDESIRABLE MANUFACTURE. This is saying that mortality is removed from human DNA in the fifth age  
2 24 2 Plus part du camp encontre Hifter fera, PERFORMANCE FLUCTUATED PARTNERSHIP - PROMPT  FAR FETCHED NICE 
SUPERNATURAL, MANUFACTURE PERFECT OLD PARTNERSHIP OF TRIUMPHANT SUPERPERFECT CALENDAR … (times) 
APPEND: IS THE PERFORMANCE STRUCTURAL?  Key words here are FETCHED – meaning a long distance between waves or 
pulses, and the "performance" is OURS – to be judged!  

2 24 3 En caige de fer le grand fera treifner,         REFERRING LARGE INTERFACE DEAFENED, REFERENCE DANGER IN GEAR 
DIFFERENTIAL (the torque involved in "driving" Earth away)  IS DEAF to LARGE GARDENER INTERFERENCE (Living Library) 
REFERRING RELATED  AN AGE DIFFERENCE (end of this age – could be a pun on the immortal Anu too) CAREFREE ANGEL 
INTERFERE FRIDGE, DAN. ANGEL DEFERRED FINANCE – REFRIGERATE.      DIFFERENT ANGEL GARDENER CARE, FREE I 
This "I" being the Halloween (in Dan/Scorpio) followed by All Saints & All Souls' of Da Vinci – the clue to an ice age, but the 
words "interfere fridge" may well mean a heating event. 

2 24 4 Quand R in enfant Germain obferuera.       IS BAD MARINE  [water] ANU DRAGON NEAR, AIM A FREQUENT 

UNERRING BEAN (pulse) DAN,  OS,  [Capricorn] REMAIN  URN  [Aquarius]  
 

2  54  and see 2 15 (bearded star before president gone) 

Par gent eftrange, & de Romains loingtaine 
Leur grand cite apres eaue fort troublee, 
Fille fans main, trop different domaine, 
Prins chief, farreure n'auoir efte riblee.  

Because of strange people [aliens], and faraway from the Romans 
Their great city [L.A.] much troubled after tsunami damage: 
Daughter without hand, domain too different    

[interdimensional Andromeda. "Hand" is Betelguese] 
President taken, lock not having been picked.               (see Noir      
[taken through wall after Ison] 

Romains  MINOR AS IS NORMA IS MANOR (He Rod52, the "Hero") I woke up this morning with "what is the difference 
between "house" (of a zodiac), Manor and Palace?  ARMS  ION ON MARS I (Yew tree Day or polar region) ON [Oannes] ION 
MARS I [polar in] ARMS [Gemini] ("Mars I" could be saying Cairo since "I" can mean Egypt and Cairo means Mars)  

 FED is Federation. Zodiac means from the stars. FEEDS, FEASTS is the cannibalism mentioned many times 
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2 54 also in MONSANTO 
Par gent eftrange, & de Romains loingtaine 
Leur grand cite apres eaue fort troublee, 
Fille fans main, trop different domaine, 
Prins chief, farreure n'auoir efte riblee.  

2 54 1 Par gent eftrage, de Romains loingtaine 
REPEATING ANTI-FERROMAGNET ALONGSIDE OPERATING GENERALISED FRAGMENTATION (the space tethers) 
2 54 2 Leur grand cite apres eaue fort troublee,    Their grand city damaged by waters 
OR  NOT  FORSEE  ABLE  DEPARTURE  AGRICULTURE –  
Nostradamus very rarely uses the word "or".  In this line it is a form of warning 
2 54 3 Fille fans main,trop different domaine 
AFFIRMATION ON  SELF DETERMINED  Iƒ (IS) PLAN  IS AFFIRMATION  of  SMALLER  INDEPENDENT   (small farmers 
affirmed) or smaller independent could be the individual prepper 
2 54 4 Prins chief,farreure n'auoir efte riblee 
REPEAT:  UNABLE  TO  REFUSE,  RICHER  IS INFERIOR 
explains why no one can refuse Monsanto's demands – because they are 'UNABLE' to (death threats? 

 

11 42 La grand cité où est le premier homme 
That mighty town where is the principal man    (president) 
I've named the place -- just read the line again!  (It says L.A. mighty city in the land of the president) 
Is sore alarmed, with soldiers all afield.             (Martial law) 
Both war and flood the city shall assail             (this war just might be the Russians putting their foot down regarding Monsanto 
Till Frenchmen rescuing shall once more prevail. (changing bad laws of Monsanto, these soldiers could be Blackwater ats Russia 
Six hundred ten: then see these things revealed.  (In Centuries 6 quatrain 10 this is what it says: 

although you name LA city well known –  
“first man” is the president  so in the country of the first man 
L.A.  Los Angeles  martial law  tsunami    Century 11 #42 

and – last but not least: Comet ISON is due in early Sagittarius 

6 10 
In a short time the temple of colors                                             The Sirius UFOs/Congress 
Of white and black of the two intermixed :                                  GRAYLES "mixing" with U.S. government 
Then Red (Eridanu) and yellow ones belonging to them              Yellow Hordes – see King of Fear  10 72 forum 

              Blood, land, plague, famine, fire [all] extinguished by water.         The "fire" is volcano activity, put out by floods 

 

2 38 2 Quand les monarques seront conciliez 
QUAERE  ALMONERS  CONQUESTS   
DAMN SOLAR QUEERNESS   
QUEER  U.S  OMENS  
SOME LANDS CRATONS 
ROMAN LESSONS  ARES  
ROMANESQUE  NORMA  LII  (52 Rods) Q 

QORAN QURAN   LORDS  NAME  SOLE  MODEL

QUEERY ALMONERS moneylenders CONQUESTS  
(Check what they tell you)  S: Celt Willow April 15 – May 12       
SOLAR  QUEERNESSS:  The Grand Pulse (C.M.E.) 
‘U =  December 23 
CRATON: parts of the continent which are stable/safe 
ARES:  is manslaughter and/or LEO (not Aries, Obama is Leo)   
NORMA – LEO  ‘Q’ = orbit, or continuum warping reality 
QORAN  QURAN  the book of Other Worlds 

 

 

2 38 
A great number will be made condemned 
When the monarchs will be reconciled:         (U.S & Russia?) 
But one of the two will make such misfortune             (U.S.) 
That all wars will not be supported 

2 38 1 Des condemnes fera fait vn grand nombre                 
 [The] DESERVING ENFORCED ABANDONMENT FARMS. DEFENDING ABANDONMENT RECOVERS FARMS. M [Virgo], 
NOVEMBER DAN, FEARING FOR DESCENDANTS.           VENDS  ANAGRAMS FORBIDDEN  ENFORCEMENT (quite so – 
regarding Monsanto and chemtrails)AND CONVERSE FRAGMENTS MEAN FORBIDDEN 
BAD DEFENCES OVER MANNING TRANSFORMED BAD GOVERNMENTS AND ROMAN DIFFERENCES,      TRANSCENDING 
DEFAMERS DAN, NOVEMBER, OS.  AN ENFORCES EMBEDDING [Earth?]  TRANSFORMED VAN (Uan/Oannes) [shapeshifter] 
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2 38 2 Quand les monarques feront concilies:    
CONDOLENCES, IS FREQUENT QUASI-NORMAL QUINQUENNIALS' E.D [extra dimensional] CEASE FROM CONTROL, 
CONFORMS,  OARS SELECTED (The "golden oar league" of 2 5) Argo of the second coming, the desired  QUINQUENNIAL having 
a five year cycle – no idea what this means unless their planet orbits every five  
 

2 38 3 Mais a l'vn d'eux viendra fi malencombre        
FAMILIAR RECLUSIVE CO-EXAMINER SURVIVED IN FLAMMABLE DAN VEX MANNED (Orion) MOB 
 

2 38 4 Que guerres enfemble ne feront ralies    
BEEN LARGE REQUIREMENT FREE FOULNESS  (world pollutions) 
QUEEN {Cassiopeians] REFEREES ENSURE GLOBAL REFINEMENTS.  GENEROUS REQUIREMENT – FREES BEFALLEN 
FORESEEABLE SEQUENTIAL UR FEEBLE FORERUNNERS - MERGE FREQUENT GREMLIN (a grey?)  

 

 

CONTINUED 
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